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What a Difference a Year Makes 
In  2018,  recession  fears  beginning  around  Halloween  led  to  the  stock  market's  worst 
December since the Great Depression. By Christmas Eve, it was easy to think the opening 
line of Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel, Little Women (now with a new film version), was 
eerily  prescient:  “Christmas  won’t  be  Christmas  without  any  presents.”  From a  market 
perspective, it felt as though Christmas never came and we were left with Festivus, airing 
our grievances. Indeed, the S&P 500 dropped nearly 20 percent from its then all-time high 
on September 20 through December 24, 2018, barely two months later. 

We didn’t know it at the time, of course, but Christmas Eve was the market nadir, with lots 
of good in the offing. And instead of “no presents,” this year’s holiday message was a most 
jolly one, with lots and lots of presents.

A blockbuster  2019 brought  a  “heapin’  helpin’”  of  high returns  and optimism in  a  year 
characterized by an “everything rally.” Stocks moved a lot higher in all categories. Bonds 
jumped a lot higher too. So did commodities. No matter what investment choices you made 
for 2019, they almost surely worked, except for pot stocks. 
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https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/18/investing/stocks-worst-december-since-great-depression/index.html%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.amazon.com/Little-Bantam-Classics-Louisa-Alcott/dp/0553212753
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3281548/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Festivus
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/us-stock-futures-point-to-a-christmas-eve-bounce-for-battered-equities-2018-12-24
https://youtu.be/OvE9zJgm8OY
https://www.ft.com/content/40f64bb6-1138-11ea-a7e6-62bf4f9e548a?te=1&nl=dealbook&emc=edit_dk_20191205?campaign_id=4&instance_id=14291&segment_id=19309&user_id=cbe41b67c203bd9fb44aadde98da47d5&regi_id=8678249520191205
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Now  that  2020  has  arrived,  markets  are  still  riding  high  for  three  primary  reasons: 
The U.S.-China trade war is seen as cooling off, the global economy is showing hints of 
turning around, and central banks are riding to the rescue with easy money. Federal Reserve 
officials are fairly upbeat about the year ahead, and have set a pretty high bar to changing 
monetary policy. Consumer optimism and spending, roughly 70 percent of the economy, 
remain strong. 

So, let’s take a look at what happened during the 525,600 minutes of 2019 and then try to 
ascertain what that might mean for 2020 and beyond.
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Invest in personal freedom, which can look like this: 

1.Control your diet of information. No one with personal freedom cares about the latest market 
rumors, cable television’s political echo chambers, or mindless gossip. Having this freedom 
requires dieting on what information you allow into your life.  
2.You own your phone – not the other way around. 
3.Guard your calendar. Meet with people only when it makes sense. If you want more time, you 
have to start protecting your time.  
4.Delegate/hire out the tasks that aren’t the best uses of your time. That includes eliminating 
tasks (and clients!) that aren’t sufficiently productive. 
5.Get and stay healthier (don’t forget sleep). 

http://www.cnn.com/2019/12/16/investing/premarket-stocks-trading/index.html%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/22/investing/stocks-market-fed-overnight-lending-rescue/index.html%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://economics.cmail20.com/t/d-l-xkiljik-yuyhljtyty-k/
https://economics.cmail20.com/t/d-l-xkiljik-yuyhljtyty-k/
https://youtu.be/UvyHuse6buY
https://www.wired.com/story/the-science-is-extremely-clear-you-need-to-prioritize-sleep/
https://www.wired.com/story/the-science-is-extremely-clear-you-need-to-prioritize-sleep/
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How does the market do after +20 percent years? Pretty well, actually. Since 1950, it’s happened 18 
times, and in 15 of those years, the stock market has made a profit the following year. The average 
gain is 11.2 percent.

Nearly two-thirds of Americans say this year’s enormous stock market rally has had little or no 
effect on their personal finances.

https://twitter.com/callieabost/status/1207656466116689920
https://twitter.com/callieabost/status/1207656466116689920
https://twitter.com/callieabost/status/1207656466116689920
https://twitter.com/callieabost/status/1207656466116689920
https://www.ft.com/content/7fdedb5e-152f-11ea-9ee4-11f260415385?te=1&nl=dealbook&emc=edit_dk_20191206?campaign_id=4&instance_id=14326&segment_id=19350&user_id=cbe41b67c203bd9fb44aadde98da47d5&regi_id=8678249520191206
https://www.ft.com/content/7fdedb5e-152f-11ea-9ee4-11f260415385?te=1&nl=dealbook&emc=edit_dk_20191206?campaign_id=4&instance_id=14326&segment_id=19350&user_id=cbe41b67c203bd9fb44aadde98da47d5&regi_id=8678249520191206
https://www.ft.com/content/7fdedb5e-152f-11ea-9ee4-11f260415385?te=1&nl=dealbook&emc=edit_dk_20191206?campaign_id=4&instance_id=14326&segment_id=19350&user_id=cbe41b67c203bd9fb44aadde98da47d5&regi_id=8678249520191206
https://www.ft.com/content/7fdedb5e-152f-11ea-9ee4-11f260415385?te=1&nl=dealbook&emc=edit_dk_20191206?campaign_id=4&instance_id=14326&segment_id=19350&user_id=cbe41b67c203bd9fb44aadde98da47d5&regi_id=8678249520191206
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Over the past ten years, a robust economic rebound has put 
many Americans on track for a healthy  retirement, but progress 
has been uneven. Despite the gains made in employment, wage 
growth has only recently begun to recover — and has remained 
flat for older workers. Retirement wealth has accumulated 

almost exclusively among higher-income households, while middle- and lower-income households 
have only held steady or lost ground, Federal Reserve data shows. For members of the baby 
boomer and Gen X generations, the odds of success are mixed. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/12/business/middle-class-financial-crisis.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/12/business/middle-class-financial-crisis.html
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2019-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2018-retirement.htm
https://www.ebri.org/docs/default-source/ebri-issue-brief/ebri_ib_451_rspm-31may18.pdf?sfvrsn=1a35342f_2
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/12/business/middle-class-financial-crisis.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/12/business/middle-class-financial-crisis.html
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2019-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2018-retirement.htm
https://www.ebri.org/docs/default-source/ebri-issue-brief/ebri_ib_451_rspm-31may18.pdf?sfvrsn=1a35342f_2
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Gary Larson published his final Far Side (off-beat, sardonic) cartoon 25 years ago, on January 1, 
1995. Fans are now ecstatic to see he has returned. The new Far Side website will feature “The 
Daily Dose, an ever-changing, random selection of cartoons,” as well as comic collections that 
“offer a different themed collection of his classic cartoons updated weekly.”

https://www.thefarside.com/2019/12/18/0
https://shoeuntied.wordpress.com/2018/05/13/here-are-my-22-favorites-from-the-best-comic-ever-the-far-side/
http://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUN1uhiAMfRq5mwGET7zgwi3baxi0VckUDdQZ3374mTRpcnqa8zM4wmmLl923ROxIGDsP1tSVfikGVoEw2jCfujEirs4vluKBbD_6xQ-O_BZuvqiV1my2tTHY1wBSm6YCPjZ1M2punBgrHME17Fbp3AEew4AW_zBeW0C22JloT0XVFvInz3meJc04upg8YDlsawaZt5KLRkhhhJSVqkpRGtm-BDdK829Vf7ZfheLrJMt09Inc8Ht_smjjntCd0U8z3QSXPnp4n3KMLu_1CJ6uDoPrF4QnIT2NvA3TtaMNeKYFiTA-YI4tOW-4ZlkNttxNsNkz-LQ7GuZ_CdR0wg
http://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUN1uhiAMfRq5mwGET7zgwi3baxi0VckUDdQZ3374mTRpcnqa8zM4wmmLl923ROxIGDsP1tSVfikGVoEw2jCfujEirs4vluKBbD_6xQ-O_BZuvqiV1my2tTHY1wBSm6YCPjZ1M2punBgrHME17Fbp3AEew4AW_zBeW0C22JloT0XVFvInz3meJc04upg8YDlsawaZt5KLRkhhhJSVqkpRGtm-BDdK829Vf7ZfheLrJMt09Inc8Ht_smjjntCd0U8z3QSXPnp4n3KMLu_1CJ6uDoPrF4QnIT2NvA3TtaMNeKYFiTA-YI4tOW-4ZlkNttxNsNkz-LQ7GuZ_CdR0wg
http://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUN1uhiAMfRq5mwGET7zgwi3baxi0VckUDdQZ3374mTRpcnqa8zM4wmmLl923ROxIGDsP1tSVfikGVoEw2jCfujEirs4vluKBbD_6xQ-O_BZuvqiV1my2tTHY1wBSm6YCPjZ1M2punBgrHME17Fbp3AEew4AW_zBeW0C22JloT0XVFvInz3meJc04upg8YDlsawaZt5KLRkhhhJSVqkpRGtm-BDdK829Vf7ZfheLrJMt09Inc8Ht_smjjntCd0U8z3QSXPnp4n3KMLu_1CJ6uDoPrF4QnIT2NvA3TtaMNeKYFiTA-YI4tOW-4ZlkNttxNsNkz-LQ7GuZ_CdR0wg
https://www.thefarside.com/2019/12/18/0
https://shoeuntied.wordpress.com/2018/05/13/here-are-my-22-favorites-from-the-best-comic-ever-the-far-side/
http://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUN1uhiAMfRq5mwGET7zgwi3baxi0VckUDdQZ3374mTRpcnqa8zM4wmmLl923ROxIGDsP1tSVfikGVoEw2jCfujEirs4vluKBbD_6xQ-O_BZuvqiV1my2tTHY1wBSm6YCPjZ1M2punBgrHME17Fbp3AEew4AW_zBeW0C22JloT0XVFvInz3meJc04upg8YDlsawaZt5KLRkhhhJSVqkpRGtm-BDdK829Vf7ZfheLrJMt09Inc8Ht_smjjntCd0U8z3QSXPnp4n3KMLu_1CJ6uDoPrF4QnIT2NvA3TtaMNeKYFiTA-YI4tOW-4ZlkNttxNsNkz-LQ7GuZ_CdR0wg
http://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUN1uhiAMfRq5mwGET7zgwi3baxi0VckUDdQZ3374mTRpcnqa8zM4wmmLl923ROxIGDsP1tSVfikGVoEw2jCfujEirs4vluKBbD_6xQ-O_BZuvqiV1my2tTHY1wBSm6YCPjZ1M2punBgrHME17Fbp3AEew4AW_zBeW0C22JloT0XVFvInz3meJc04upg8YDlsawaZt5KLRkhhhJSVqkpRGtm-BDdK829Vf7ZfheLrJMt09Inc8Ht_smjjntCd0U8z3QSXPnp4n3KMLu_1CJ6uDoPrF4QnIT2NvA3TtaMNeKYFiTA-YI4tOW-4ZlkNttxNsNkz-LQ7GuZ_CdR0wg
http://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUN1uhiAMfRq5mwGET7zgwi3baxi0VckUDdQZ3374mTRpcnqa8zM4wmmLl923ROxIGDsP1tSVfikGVoEw2jCfujEirs4vluKBbD_6xQ-O_BZuvqiV1my2tTHY1wBSm6YCPjZ1M2punBgrHME17Fbp3AEew4AW_zBeW0C22JloT0XVFvInz3meJc04upg8YDlsawaZt5KLRkhhhJSVqkpRGtm-BDdK829Vf7ZfheLrJMt09Inc8Ht_smjjntCd0U8z3QSXPnp4n3KMLu_1CJ6uDoPrF4QnIT2NvA3TtaMNeKYFiTA-YI4tOW-4ZlkNttxNsNkz-LQ7GuZ_CdR0wg
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The Everything Rally 
2018 came to a close with many worried faces. After peaking the previous September 20, 
stocks started falling with the leaves of autumn and fell fast. The S&P 500 lost 4.23 percent 
in 2019, but the peak-to-trough loss (September 20-December 24) was 19.8 percent. In terms 
of the breadth of market losses, 2018 was about as bad as it gets. More countries, more asset 
classes, and more market sectors were down than in any other year. If investors were looking 
for a reason to panic, it was easy to find one. Or several.

As 2019 dawned, and despite the many reasons for worry, President Trump claimed that the 
downturn in U.S. stocks was caused by “a little glitch” and predicted a strong 2019, with 
close to 30 percent returns, for the market. Fed chair Jerome Powell said the U.S. economy 
“is solid,” adding that he didn't expect a recession in 2019.

They were both right.

Stocks rallied globally during the first half of 2019 due to the expectation of progress in U.S.-
China  trade  negotiations  and  clear  indications  that  the  Federal  Reserve  had  placed  its 
interest rate-hiking plans on hold. Easing monetary policy in Europe and China also helped 
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https://myemail.constantcontact.com/2019-Investment-Outlook.html?soid=1108816221602&aid=lLpkusv8UYU
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-20/what-putting-10-000-in-these-assets-would-have-returned-in-2018%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://thehill.com/policy/finance/423549-trump-blames-glitch-for-stock-market-downturn%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://thehill.com/policy/finance/423549-trump-blames-glitch-for-stock-market-downturn%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.axios.com/jerome-powell-federal-reserve-2019-recession-5225dd3f-8917-47b6-aa4b-891a17dbf9a4.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiospm&stream=top%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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to boost markets as central bankers around the world acknowledged the impact of slowing 
global economic growth.

Then, during the summer, the market stalled and many worried that an economic downturn 
was at  hand.  The yield curve was flashing ominous warning signs.  President Trump had 
assured us that “trade wars are good, and easy to win,” but traders were suffering agita over 
the  seemingly  intractable  trade  war  with  China.  The job  market  was  losing  steam,  and 
housing  was  in  a  yearlong  slump.  Ominously,  Massachusetts  Senator  and  presidential 
candidate Elizabeth Warren predicted an imminent economic crash (I’m sure it had nothing 
to do with politics).

Instead, the Fed cut interest rates three times, other countries’ central banks followed suit, 
and every time the market seemed impatient over China and trade, the president would 
declare that peace is at hand a deal was imminent. 

With lower interest rates, some economic indicators improved, while others stayed strong. 
The economy added jobs at a faster pace during the second half of the year. Housing actually 
added to gross domestic product during the most recent quarter, which hadn’t happened 
since the end of 2017, and Fannie Mae’s economists are predicting that it will be an “engine 
of growth” going forward. Quarterly growth has yet to fall below 2 percent, and consumer 
spending refuses to quit. Even manufacturing, which struggled all year, bounced back a bit.

In general, traders love buying stocks when interest rates are at 35-year lows, U.S. corporate 
tax  rates  are  at  68-year  lows,  the  U.S.  unemployment  rate  is  at  a  50-year  low,  and U.S. 
government and consumer spending are going through the roof.

The stories we tell each other can move the economy and markets as much as housing starts 
and manufacturing activity. The most powerful market narrative this year – ahead of even 
the Fed’s rate cuts – has been the U.S.-China trade war and the consensus expectation that a 
deal is inevitable because it’s in the interest of both sides. It’s game theory 101.

There were five different so-called “phase one” trade deal announcements during the year, 
strategically timed to coincide with market difficulties. Finally, on New Year’s Eve, President 
Trump announced via Twitter that he would sign a “phase one” trade deal with China at the 
White House on January 15 and that he would head to Beijing to begin negotiations on the 
second phase of negotiations. The alleged breakthrough is fragile and laden with ambiguity, 
but the default view remains that we should expect the deal to happen. However, ”phase 
two”  could  be  a  long  way  off.   The  deal  sought  is  now small,  not  the  “grand  bargain” 
envisioned and promised. 
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https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/publications/economic-letter/2018/march/economic-forecasts-with-yield-curve/
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/969525362580484098?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E969525362580484098&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fslate.com%2Fbusiness%2F2018%2F03%2Fdonald-trump-is-wrong-about-trade-wars-which-are-not-good-or-easy-to-win.html
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/969525362580484098?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E969525362580484098&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fslate.com%2Fbusiness%2F2018%2F03%2Fdonald-trump-is-wrong-about-trade-wars-which-are-not-good-or-easy-to-win.html
https://slate.com/business/2019/08/china-is-striking-back-hard-at-trumps-latest-tariffs.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-26/american-housing-market-is-showing-signs-of-running-out-of-steam
https://medium.com/@teamwarren/the-coming-economic-crash-and-how-to-stop-it-355703da148b
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/30/business/economy/federal-reserve-interest-rates.html
https://www.ft.com/content/b8709ca4-e8f8-11e9-85f4-d00e5018f061
http://origins.osu.edu/history-news/don-t-believe-peace-hand
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/PAYEMS%22%20%5Cl%20%220
https://www.housingwire.com/articles/housing-to-recession-proof-economy-in-2020/
https://www.bea.gov/system/files/2019-12/gdp3q19_3rd.pdf
https://slate.com/business/2019/10/manufacturing-recession-matters-factory-jobs-trade-war.html
https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/us-manu-output-rebounds-confirming-ihs-markit-pmi-Dec19.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MarkitPMIsAndEconomicData+%28IHS+Markit+PMIs+and+Economic+Data%29
https://www.amazon.com/Narrative-Economics-Stories-Economic-Events/dp/0691182299/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/game-theory/
https://www.csis.org/analysis/fragile-and-costly-us-china-trade-peace
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1212014713808273410?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2019%2F12%2F31%2Ftrump-says-he-will-sign-phase-one-china-trade-deal-jan-15-at-the-white-house.html
https://www.ai-cio.com/news/5th-trade-deal-announcement-one-falls-apart/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=CIOAlert
https://nl.nytimes.com/f/a/lSaLK4azzPLj4CZszWcX1Q~~/AAAAAQA~/RgRfvkajP4QaAWh0dHBzOi8vdWsucmV1dGVycy5jb20vYXJ0aWNsZS91cy11c2EtdHJhZGUtY2hpbmEtcGhhc2V0d28vbm8tcGhhc2UtdHdvLXUtcy1jaGluYS1kZWFsLW9uLXRoZS1ob3Jpem9uLW9mZmljaWFscy1zYXktaWRVS0tCTjFYWjAwSD90ZT0xJm5sPWRlYWxib29rJmVtYz1lZGl0X2RrXzIwMTkxMTI1P2NhbXBhaWduX2lkPTQmaW5zdGFuY2VfaWQ9MTQwOTAmc2VnbWVudF9pZD0xOTA3OCZ1c2VyX2lkPWNiZTQxYjY3YzIwM2JkOWZiNDRhYWRkZTk4ZGE0N2Q1JnJlZ2lfaWQ9ODY3ODI0OTUyMDE5MTEyNVcDbnl0QgoAIaPB2108foh6UhZycHNlYXdyaWdodEBtYXMtYmQuY29tWAQAAAAA
https://nl.nytimes.com/f/a/lSaLK4azzPLj4CZszWcX1Q~~/AAAAAQA~/RgRfvkajP4QaAWh0dHBzOi8vdWsucmV1dGVycy5jb20vYXJ0aWNsZS91cy11c2EtdHJhZGUtY2hpbmEtcGhhc2V0d28vbm8tcGhhc2UtdHdvLXUtcy1jaGluYS1kZWFsLW9uLXRoZS1ob3Jpem9uLW9mZmljaWFscy1zYXktaWRVS0tCTjFYWjAwSD90ZT0xJm5sPWRlYWxib29rJmVtYz1lZGl0X2RrXzIwMTkxMTI1P2NhbXBhaWduX2lkPTQmaW5zdGFuY2VfaWQ9MTQwOTAmc2VnbWVudF9pZD0xOTA3OCZ1c2VyX2lkPWNiZTQxYjY3YzIwM2JkOWZiNDRhYWRkZTk4ZGE0N2Q1JnJlZ2lfaWQ9ODY3ODI0OTUyMDE5MTEyNVcDbnl0QgoAIaPB2108foh6UhZycHNlYXdyaWdodEBtYXMtYmQuY29tWAQAAAAA
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-11-14/how-trump-s-trade-war-went-from-method-to-madness
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The markets don’t seem to care, even though there are good reasons to be pessimistic. Hong 
Kong is adopting the harsher line toward protesters pushed by Chinese President Xi Jinping. 
President Trump signed a bill passed by huge, veto-proof majorities compelling the United 
States to support pro-democracy activists in Hong Kong, annoying China and potentially 
complicating  the  trade  talks,  as  China  has  threatened  retaliation.  The  New  York  Times 
reported on the inner working of China’s campaign to detain more than a million Muslims 
in “reeducation camps,” also making Beijing very angry.

Even so, barely six months after everyone was so worried, the markets and the economy are 
generally strong and stable.  So much so that,  at the most recent debate,  the moderator 
asked the Democratic presidential candidates how they planned to take on President Trump 
with  the  economy  on  such  a  tear.  Indeed,  President  Trump  previewed  his  reelection 
argument last month at a rally in Hershey, Pennsylvania: lots of jobs being added to the 
economy, unemployment at a 50-year low, the stock market hitting all-time highs, Abu Bakr 
al-Baghdadi and his deputy killed in action (as well as now, surely, Qassem Suleimani), and 
more than 150 federal judges appointed to the bench. 

That  this  economic  strength  –  which  is  both  real  and  significant  –  was  financed  by 
enormous deficits seems to matter to nobody, least of all Republicans who used to spend 
careers counseling fiscal discipline. For example, despite a long record of calling for spending 
restraint, Rush Limbaugh now claims, “Nobody is a fiscal conservative anymore. All this talk 
about concern for the deficit and the budget has been bogus for as long as it's been around.” 
As if  to prove the point,  during his  2016 campaign,  then-candidate Trump promised to 
eliminate the budget deficit within eight years, and claimed it would be easy to do. Three 
years into Mr. Trump’s presidency, the deficit is 68 percent higher than when he started.

Still,  after seeing losses in just  about every major asset category in 2018,  2019 delivered 
strong returns for a vast majority of assets, and nearly all domestic assets, the riskier the 
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Since August 2011, the U.S. public debt has increased by almost $9 
trillion, to $23 trillion, and virtually nobody has batted an eye. Note, for 
example, that a lengthy article in The New York Times about the recent 
passage of a two massive $1.4 trillion spending bills does not even 
include the words “debt,” or “deficit.” So far removed are both parties from caring about the 
massive governmental obligations our children will bear, neither word gets even a solitary, 
perfunctory mention. The 2,300 pages of legislation was divided into two bills so the president can 
say he kept his pledge in March 2018 to “never sign another bill like” the $1.3 trillion omnibus bill 
Congress had given him then. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-12-23/america-turns-from-tea-party-to-mmt-in-a-decade
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/17/us/politics/government-shutdown-spending.html
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better. Almost every strategy, approach, and investment worked. Stocks and bonds haven’t 
rallied together like this since 1998. I call it the “everything rally.” Since the Fed started 
cutting rates, the stock market’s gains have been broad. The S&P 500 crossed 3,200 for the 
first time ever in December, hitting its seventh “round-number milestone” of the year and 
set 35 record closes in 2019.

It was a most excellent year.

Domestic stocks 

Putting numbers to the narrative, the U.S. stock market finished 2019 with its best annual 
gain since 2013, posting a 31.49 percent return for the year, while the Nasdaq jumped 35.23 
percent, the Dow gained 22.34 percent, and the Russell 2000 (small-cap stocks) advanced 
25.53 percent. The large-cap indexes all posted multiple all-time highs in December alone, 
and closed the year just under record high levels, before setting another new record on the 
first trading day of 2020. Growth stocks (Russell 3000 Growth +35.9%) beat value stocks 
(Russell 3000 Value +26.3%) again in 2019. Still, overall gains were only about 10 percent 
above the highs set in the fall of 2018.

All  S&P 500  sectors  had  an  excellent  2019,  led  by  Information  Technology  (+50.3%), 
Communications Services (+32.7%), and Financials (+32.1%). Energy was the laggard (+11.8%), 
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“OK Boomer” first gained prominence last January on TikTok, a video-sharing platform, as 
a  response  to a gray-haired man saying, “The millennials and Generation Z have Peter Pan 
syndrome, they don’t ever want to grow up.” The grayhairs aren’t wrong. As Taylor Lorenz wrote 
for  The New York Times  in October, as the catchphrase gained popularity, it “has become 
Generation Z’s endlessly repeated retort to the problem of older people who just don’t get it, a 
rallying cry for millions of fed up kids.” And the youngsters have a point, too.  Gen Z is bracing for 
crushing student debt, stagnant wages, and ecological crisis. 
Boomers have created enormous debt, deficits, and pollution. 
The divide is dividing politics and more. They (we) have even 
destroyed the Christmas tree business. In response, some 
Boomers simply repeat the initial claim while others retort 
that “OK Boomer” is an  ageist catchphrase and internet meme that gained popularity throughout 
2019 and was used to dismiss or mock attitudes stereotypically attributed to the baby boomer 
generation. TikTok videos with the “OK Boomer” tag have been watched more than 44 million 
times and counting. The phrase now has its own Wikipedia page. 

The controversy, if it even is one, doesn’t matter much. But the problems it highlights are very real. 
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with all other sectors earning more than 20 percent for the year. Tech (broadly construed) 
was responsible for nearly a third of S&P 500 gains. Among the S&P 500 stocks, the leaders 
included Advanced Micro Devices (+148.43%), Lam Research (+118.04%), Target (+97.93%), 
Chipotle (+93.87%), and Xerox (+91.65%). The biggest stocks (by market capitalization) also 
did extremely well,  if  not all  as well  as the broader market: Apple (+88.09%),  Microsoft 
(+57.12%), Facebook (+56.57%), Amazon (+23.03%), and Berkshire Hathaway (+10.98%). By 
contrast,  there  weren’t  many  losing  stocks  in  2019.  Among them were  FedEx (-4.66%), 
Century Link (-6.20%), Franklin Resources (-8.87%), Gap (-27.60%), Occidental Petroleum 
(-27.75%), and Macy’s (-37.84%). 

Bonds  

Bonds also had a great 2019, driven by easier money at home (the aforementioned three Fed 
rate cuts totaling 75bp) and abroad. Monetary policy eased in major economies such as the 
U.S. and the eurozone (-10bp), as well as in the bigger emerging markets, including China 
(-16bp), India (-135bp), Russia (-150bp), South Korea (-50bp), and Brazil (-200bp). Overall in 
2019, 56 central banks cut rates 129 times, while ten central banks raised rates only 20 times. 
The world over, it’s easing like Sunday morning.

The benchmark 10-year  U.S.  Treasury  note  profited from a  75-basis  point  drop in  yield 
during the year to provide a return of 8.90 percent. Low government bond yields also have 
given  a  lift  to  other  “haven”  assets,  such  as  gold,  which  gained  18  percent  in  2019,  its 
strongest year since 2010.

Back in the spring, the yield curve flashed a warning sign that a recession could be looming 
by inverting. The yield on 10-year U.S. Treasuries fell in late March below the yield on the 
three-month U.S. Treasury bill. Such an inversion has preceded every recession since 1975. It 
is a particularly ominous sign for banks because it impacts the net interest margin between 
what lenders pay on deposits and charge on loans. However, with the Fed cutting rates, the 
inverted yield curve became mostly a curiosity as the year progressed and yields on 10-year 
notes rose above those of three-month bills in October and ended the year yielding 34 basis 
points more. That’s hardly a steep curve, obviously, but it isn’t inverted.

The Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index gained 8.72 percent in 2019, its best year since 2002, 
while  the  FTSE WGBI earned 5.3  percent,  the  Barclays  Global  High Yield  earned 12.6 
percent, and the FTSE EMGBI returned 8.3 percent. Even cash (S&P US T-Bill 0-3 Index) 
made a bit of money for a change, earning 2.2 percent for the year. However, as growth 
prospects picked up and the likelihood of more monetary stimulus from the Fed has waned, 
the fourth quarter was a poor one and portends difficulties going forward. Yields on 10-year 
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German bunds, for example, have risen to -0.28 percent from as low as -0.73 percent in 
September. Accordingly, the S&P Eurozone Sovereign Bond index, which had rallied on a 
total return basis as much as 9.5 percent for the year in September, retreated in the final 
months and closed the year up just 6.1 percent.

Commodities 

After having performed poorly over the past ten years generally, commodities posted solid 
gains  largely  across  the  board  in  2019,  with  assets  from crude  to  copper  posting  good 
numbers.  The  S&P GSCI  is  a  composite  index  of  24  commodities  that  measures  the 
performance of the commodity market broadly. It gained 17.6 percent in 2019. Gold was up 
18.0 percent. Oil was up 34.1 percent. Natural gas trailed again and was down 32.3 percent 
for the year.  Palladium (which is  used in emissions scrubbing catalytic converters in car 
engines), led the category (+64.3%).

Foreign stocks 

Foreign stocks also had an outstanding 2019, if not as generally outstanding as the U.S. The 
MSCI World Index grew 27.67 percent, MSCI Europe advanced +26.05 percent, the MSCI 
ACWI gained 26.60 percent, the MSCI EAFE advanced 22.01 percent, the FTSE Global 
small  cap gained 21.72 percent,  and the MSCI Emerging Index grew 18.42 percent.  The 
global bull run saw the Stoxx Europe 600 jump 23 percent during the year, China's Shanghai 
Composite rose 22 percent, and Japan's Nikkei 225 gained 18 percent. At the country level, 
Greek (+47%) and Russian (+40%) stocks led the way. 

Hedge funds 

Overall  hedge fund returns have consistently  trailed both the S&P 500 and a  mix of  50 
percent  global  stocks  and  50  percent  global  bonds  by  a  wide  margin.  Hedge  funds 
underperformed yet again in 2019, returning 7.8 percent.

Ten-year numbers 

After a 20-year hiatus, we finally know what to call the upcoming decade: the (roaring?) 20s 
(no apostrophe, please). Even though we didn’t know what to call it, the decade just past was 
pretty great in and for the markets. There was only one down year in ten for stocks (as 
opposed to the average of three) and that year lost less than 5 percent and was sandwiched 
between two excellent years. 
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We've now seen well over 200 new all-time highs on the S&P 500 this decade alone. In 
rough numbers, you tripled your money in the S&P 500 over the past decade, and nearly 
every asset class made solid returns. Ten-year returns on the S&P 500 as of the end of 2019 
were about 250 percent (13%  annualized),  just a bit less than double the average 10-year 
return of  110 percent.  That’s  terrific,  but  hardly  extraordinary  in  the  overall  scheme of 
things.

Ten  years  a go,  Facebook,  Apple, 
Microsoft ,  Amazon,  Netfl ix ,  and 
Google  had  an  aggregate  S&P  500 
weighting  representing  just  over  6 
percent in the index. Today, it is roughly 
17  percent.  Together,  these  companies 
are  worth  about  $5  trillion.  They  also 
represented  about  30  percent  of  the 
most recent ten-year returns of the S&P.

There  wasn’t  a  single  recession  (two 
consecutive quarters of negative growth) 
over the past ten years, the first decade 
since such records were kept that that 
happened.  In  fact,  we  just  began  the 
43 rd  s t ra ight  quar ter  w i thout  a 

recession in America (officially, according to the Fed), the longest streak without one since 
the Great Depression. At 126 months and counting, the U.S. economic expansion is long in 
the tooth, given that the previous record was 120 months (1991-2001),  and the average 
expansion since 1950 has lasted 67 months. 

If you weren’t involved in the markets over the past year – over the past decade – you paid a 
very heavy price. If you tried to trade the markets, to move in and out, you paid a very heavy 
price. If you weren’t a long-term investor, you paid a very heavy price. 

The Economy 

According to the consensus view of economists, as well as the Fed, the U.S. expansion, now 
more than a decade in length, will continue at least through the 2020 presidential election, 
backed by a healthy labor market. On average, they expect U.S. economic growth to slow 
slightly  in  2020,  to  a  year-over-year  rate  of  1.8  percent  in  the  fourth  quarter  from an 
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Rank the performance of 
stock markets over the past 
d e c a d e a n d , i n r o u g h 
approximation, it’s U.S. first, 
everywhere else way behind. 

The reasons why are straightforward. The 
American economy has performed far better this 
decade than other places. American companies 
have led in new disruptive technologies and their 
earnings have soared, even as the dollar has done 
well. If we expand our consideration to the past 
two decades, the results are quite different. Over 
that time period, the U.S. sits in the middle of 
the pack of significant markets, ahead of Japan, 
the U.K. and eurozone, but behind Canada, 
Australia, Sweden, Switzerland, and emerging 
markets. 
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estimated 2.2 percent in 2019. They expect the labor market to slow but remain strong with 
monthly job growth of around 157,000 in the first half of the year and about 104,000 a 
month in the second half of 2020. The unemployment rate is expected to rise slightly to 3.7 
percent by December 2020. They see about a one-in-four likelihood of recession this year.

The  best  labor  market  in  decades  has  made  Americans  feel  secure  in  their  jobs  and 
confident enough to keep spending. Americans see the economy as better now than at any 
time in two decades. The pace of layoffs and unemployment are both near half-century lows 
and wages are rising. Confidence in the U.S. economy is quite high on an historical basis (the 
index hit an 18-year high in October 2018 and has remained close to that mark since) and 
ended 2019 higher than at the beginning of the year, according to the newest reading of the 
U.S. Conference Board’s index, even though consumers are less confident today than they 
were during the summer and future expectations are for economic growth to be flat in the 
first  half  of  2020.  Economists  agree.  Fear  of  an  imminent  recession  has  collapsed 
spectacularly in the U.S. The Fed model says the same thing.
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The  ongoing  trade  war  with  China  has  damaged  consumer  and  (especially)  business 
confidence, and has limited the prospects for growth in 2020. New research findings from 
the Federal Reserve show that President Trump’s strategy to use import tariffs in an effort to 
protect  and boost  U.S.  manufacturers  backfired and led to job losses  and higher prices. 
While the president’s tariffs did reduce competition for some industries in the domestic 
U.S. market, this result was more than offset by the effects of rising input costs (leading to 
higher  consumer  prices)  and  retaliatory  tariffs.  In  economic  terms,  tit-for-tat  trade 
retaliation is an idea best relegated to the past, given the overwhelming preponderance of 
globally  interconnected  supply  chains.  Moreover,  economists  see  doubt  about  future 
government trade policy as a primary driver in the decline in business investment during 
2019 and doubts about 2020.

Markets were also helped by a very tight labor market. The current unemployment rate is 3.5 
percent,  its  lowest  level  since  1969.  Wages  for  the  typical  worker  –  nonsupervisory 
employees who account for 82 percent of the workforce – are rising at the fastest rate in 
more  than  a  decade,  a  sign  that  the  labor  market  has  tightened.  Since  Americans  are 
working,  they  are  also  spending.  Consumer  spending  held  strong  amidst  a  messy  bond 
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market, when shorter-term bond yields rose above long-term yields, causing the yield curve 
to invert.

The  strong  U.S.  consumer  held  the  economy  up  even  while  U.S.  manufacturing  was 
contracting.  American businesses  were  helped by  Mr.  Trump’s  2017  tax  overhaul,  which 
significantly lowered corporate tax rates and made them competitive with other developed 
countries. However, instead of investing the savings in their businesses, companies bought-
back a record number of their shares, suggesting concern about the economic future. 

In general, the economy has been growing at a modest (roughly 2%) pace, with undeniably 
weak manufacturing data, trade frictions, and weak business investment offset by healthy 
growth in jobs and incomes, strong financial fundamentals, and very low unemployment. 
Consumer sentiment has been generally upbeat, despite uncertainties. The consensus view 
is  likely  the  correct  one:  “Slightly  better  growth,  limited  recession  risk,  and  friendly 
monetary policy should provide a decent background for financial markets in [at least] the 
early part of 2020.” 

After years (and decades) like the most recent, it can be easy to think such outcomes are 
inevitable – and to sing like Mary Hopkin.

Those were the days my friend
We thought they'd never end
We'd sing and dance forever and a day
We'd live the life we choose
We'd fight and never lose
For we were young and sure to have our way.

They aren’t. But (very cautious) optimism should still be the order of the day.
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Silicon Valley knows almost everything about you – really. Through our phones we have given 
them enormous power. Technology  promised us community, civics, and convenience. In 1997, 
W i r e d m a g a z i n e ’ s c o v e r promised us “25 years of 
prosperity, freedom, and a better environment for the 
whole world.” That future has never arrived. Instead, we find 
ourselves dislocated, distrustful, and disengaged. And that 
doesn’t even factor in what hackers can do (like take down a 
city or a country). Even the president can be tracked. You 
are not without remedies, however.
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Forecasting Follies 
 

Source: Michael Batnick 
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We are all natural-born and equal opportunity extremists who want to live in exceptional 
times.  That  is  why,  for  example,  in  the  financial  world,  we  regularly  overpay  both  for 
insurance and for lottery tickets (literal and figurative). We are pulled toward extremism by 
our inherent biases,  including tribalism, herding, excessive certainty,  and overconfidence. 
The  problems  caused  by  these  biases  are  compounded  by  our  ideological  nature,  our 
propensity for confirming what we already believe,  and our general  inability  to see that 
which disconfirms it. The sad truth is that none of us is as good as we think we are. We 
postulate apocalyptic conclusions irrespective of whether there is good support for them. 

Because  bad news travels  so  much faster  and “sticks”  so  much longer  than good news, 
investors make bad decisions and typically earn less – often far less – than market returns. 
Indeed, the UBS Investor Watch survey showed that 52 percent of investors are unsure if 
now is a good time to invest.
 
Evidence of our propensity for apocalyptic thinking abounds.

Source: Charlie Bilello

John Hussman is a smart guy. He is a Stanford Ph.D. who became Professor of Economics 
and International Finance at the University of Michigan before setting up his own asset 
management  firm,  Hussman Strategic  Advisors.  His  anticipatory  call  on  the  2008-2009 
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financial crisis was right on the money, brought in lots of money, and made him a ton of 
money. High on that success, as of September 2010, Hussman managed $6.7 billion. 

Unfortunately for Hussman, the apocalypse was always nigh to him, irrespective of facts. 
While Robert Frost reminded us in 1923 that “nothing gold can stay,” Hussman’s insistence 
that the markets offer mostly fool’s gold had a devastating impact upon his business and his 
reputation.  Hussman  turned  into  a  “perma-bear,”  calling  for  disaster  constantly  (and 
wrongly) (representative written samples below; analytical example here).

•2010: “Investors dangerously underestimate the risk of an abrupt and possibly severe equity 
market plunge.”
•2011: “the expected return/risk profile of the stock market has shifted to hard-negative.”
•2012: “The present menu of investment opportunities continues to be among the worst in 
history.”
•2013: “stock returns prospectively are very low.”
•2014: “What concerns us beyond valuations is the full ensemble of overvalued, overbought, 
overbullish conditions.”
•2015: “Exit now.”
•2016:  “current  extremes  imply  40-55  percent  market  losses….  These  are  not  worst-case 
scenarios, but run-of-the-mill expectations.”
•2017: “the most broadly overvalued moment in market history.”
•2018: “The music is fading out, and a trap-door has opened up in the floor, but they're still 
dancing.”
•2019: “a projected 50-65 percent market loss over the completion of this cycle is actually 
somewhat optimistic.”

Hussman still  insists that he will  be vindicated, and recently criticized those who would 
“declare victory at halftime.” He had also criticized “declaring victory at halftime” six full 
years ago, so that’s one long halftime. Hussman wants us to believe that he’s not wrong, 
merely early. However, if you keep making the same bad call over and over, you don’t get any 
credit for it when you’re (eventually) right. After ten years, even “right but early” has to have 
become “wrong.” A stopped clock is right twice per day.

Through  2019,  Hussman's  Strategic  Growth  fund  has  suffered  a  10-year  average  annual 
“return” of -7.54 percent, compared to a 13.24 percent average annual gain by its benchmark, 
the S&P 500. In other words, over ten years, he has underperformed by 20 percent per year. 
Despite exceptional early returns, he not only badly trails the S&P since inception now, he is 
now a money loser since inception. Notwithstanding this lack of performance, Hussman 
keeps charging investors 1.25 percent annually to lose their money. Not surprisingly, outflows 
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began in earnest in 2011, picked up in 2012, and have been steady since. His current assets 
under management have declined from $6.7 billion to barely $250 million.

For  Hussman,  his  negativism evolved  over  time  into  an  ideological  commitment  to  his 
rightness, despite the obvious evidence, with horrific results. Ideology, most obvious within 
politics,  readily  leads  to  bad  market  forecasts  and  bad  results.  A few  easy  and  recent 
examples follow. 

An op-ed in The Wall Street Journal by Republican economist Michael Boskin, on March 6, 
2009, carried a headline which said it all: “Obama’s Radicalism Is Killing the Dow.” It was 
almost perfectly timed to the bottom of the market. The S&P 500 gained 232 percent from 
the time Boskin’s op-ed appeared to the day President Obama left office. Similarly, then 
private citizen Donald Trump was wildly wrong when he projected via November 2012 tweet 
that both the stock market and the U.S. dollar would plunge following Mr. Obama’s second 
victory  (the  S&P 500  rose  almost  50  percent  during  President  Obama’s  second  term, 
bringing his two-term return to 112 percent), while the Bloomberg dollar index gained 21 
percent in the four years that ended in November 2016). 

On the other hand, on the day after the 2016 election, Democratic shill,  economist and 
Nobel laureate Paul Krugman called for economic and market disaster: “If the question is 
when markets  will  recover,  a  first-pass  answer  is  never.”  Indeed,  Krugman forecast  dire 
things, proclaiming President Trump to be the “mother of all adverse effects.” He called for 
a “global recession” too.  Even though he has since recanted, we know what happened next, 
and how wrong he was. Political predictions generally are no better.

Hussman is an extreme and consistent example of a “gloom and doomer,” but he is hardly 
alone. Even though the last decade has seen stock prices march inexorably higher, fear is 
ever-present  and  drives  many  an  apocalyptic  prediction,  if  none  quite  so  consistently 
dreadful as Hussman’s.

There always seems to be a bull market in bearish predictions – predictions that are often 
spectacularly wrong. Note the following huge errors during the bull market that has run, 
essentially unabated, for more than a decade.

* In 2010, economist Nouriel Roubini told CNBC that stocks were likely to continue their 
aggressive decline and shed another 20 percent in value as the world economy weakened. 
“From here on I see things getting worse.” 
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* In 2011, Gluskin Sheff  economist David Rosenberg said another recession was coming, 
and soon, and that the S&P 500 would test the 1,000 level (it didn’t and is now well past 
3,000).

* Also in 2011, Harry Dent predicted that the Dow would fall below 10,000 in the near 
term before crashing to around 3,000 in 2013, levels not seen since the early 1990s. Those 
levels still haven’t been seen, while the Dow approached 29,000 as 2019 ended.

* In 2012, the British economist Andrew Smithers asserted that “U.S. equities are 40 to 50 
percent overpriced.”

* In 2013, Peter Schiff called for a crash that would blow the 2008-2009 financial crisis out 
of the water.

* In 2014, Henry Blodget expressed his expectation for a 40-55 percent crash.
* In  2015,  then  presidential  candidate  Donald  Trump  warned  of  a  looming  economic 

recession and a stock market bubble.
* In 2016, Paul Farrell of MarketWatch called for a 50 percent market crash: “a crash is a sure 

bet, it’s guaranteed certain.”
* In July  of  2016,  Jeffrey  Gundlach,  the chief  executive  of  DoubleLine Capital,  advised 

investors to “sell everything. Nothing here looks good.” He also said, “As sure as night 
follows day, passive is going out of favor.”

* Robert Kiyosaki, author of Rich Dad Poor Dad, predicted that we would witness the worst 
market crash in history in 2016: “we’re right on schedule.”

* In 2017, Marc Faber claimed that “We’re all on the Titanic.”
* Also in 2017, Jim Rogers, who formed the Quantum Fund with George Soros, said, “A $68 

trillion ‘Biblical’ collapse is poised to wipe out millions of Americans” and “this is all going 
to end very, very, very badly.”

* In 2018, Scott Minerd, Chairman of Investments and Global Chief Investment Officer of 
Guggenheim Partners, forecast a 40 percent retracement. He saw the markets as being 
“on a collision course for disaster.”

* A year ago, Mark Yusko called for the immediate start of “one of the largest recessions 
we’ve ever had…There’s no stopping it.”

There are many other famous examples over the past decade, including terrible predictions 
from big names like Stan Druckenmiller (“I couldn’t have been more wrong”), Carl Icahn, 
Howard Marks, Paul Singer, Bill Gross, George Soros, Rob Arnott, Tom Forester, Nafeez 
Ahmed, and Paul Tudor Jones, all really smart and accomplished investors. 

There are current examples, too.

Traders today are buying hedges “like the world is about to end.” Warren Buffett hasn’t made 
an overt crash prediction.  However,  his  Berkshire Hathaway cashed out over half  of  its 
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investment portfolio last year. The $122 billion cash pile is unusual for Buffett, who typically 
puts his money to work through acquisitions, stock buybacks, or equity purchases. Michael 
Burry, made famous by The Big Short, is calling for a crash today on account of the popularity 
of passive investing, which he thinks has inflated security prices. “It will be ugly,” he says. 
Dennis  Gartman,  who’s  shuttering  his  daily  newsletter  after  30 years,  has  some parting 
advice for investors: Go to cash.

As reported by The Wall Street Journal, Harry Dent, who has predicted booms and busts for 
decades with stunningly poor timing – for example, his forecast of a 17,000-point drop in 
the Dow in 2016, noted above – now predicts “a major financial crash and global upheaval 
that will dwarf the 2007-09 recession of the 2000s – and maybe even the Great Depression 
of the 1930s.”

For  the  past  decade,  the  correlation  between  bearishness  and  losses  has  remained 
vanishingly close to 1.0. Unfortunately, nobody can predict (not remotely) when markets will 
correct or crash. It's the three-body problem on steroids. Remember what Barton Biggs, 
Morgan Stanley’s former strategist, said: “Bullish and wrong and clients are angry; bearish 
and wrong and they fire you.” Accordingly, well over 95 percent of the money Hussman once 
managed – billions of dollars – has moved elsewhere. Hussman exemplifies the wisdom of 
legendary investor Peter Lynch, “Far more money has been lost by investors preparing for 
corrections,  or  trying  to  anticipate  corrections,  than  has  been  lost  in  corrections 
themselves.” The foresight of market strategists is more than a bit shaky, but their hindsight 
is always impressive.*

We should not expect ever to be able to identify the trigger of any correction or crash in 
advance or to be able to predict such an event with any degree of specificity.  As Nobel 
laureate Robert Shiller clearly explained, “The U.S. stock market ups and downs over the 
past century have made virtually no sense ex post. It is curious how little known this simple 
fact is.” Thus, today could be the day that the market tanks … but you should not expect to 
see it coming.

____________________
* “When Bloomberg contacted economists who signed an open letter in 2010 declaring that Ben Bernanke’s 
policies would produce runaway inflation to ask why the inflation never materialized, not one of them would 
admit having been wrong, because that would have meant admitting that their model of how the economy 
works was way off-base. Even hard science is plagued by the inability to admit error. The great physicist Max 
Planck famously declared that opponents of a new scientific truth are rarely persuaded – they just eventually 
die off. Students of business history talk about a phenomenon they call “escalation of commitment,” in which 
managers not only refuse to abandon failing strategies but dig in deeper, in an attempt to prove that they were 
right all along.”
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Market forecasts have a long and ignominious history. Michael Batnick compiled year-end 
price targets from Wall Street’s alleged expert strategists going back to 2005 (2018; 2017; 
2016; 2015; 2014; 2013; 2012; 2011; 2010; 2009; 2008; 2007; 2006; 2005) and found that out of 
the 153 price targets, only six called for lower prices. The average forecast was a nine percent 
gain which,  not surprisingly,  is  right around the average annual  return,  even though the 
actual return is almost never average. In December 2007, shortly before the financial crisis, 
Barron’s wrote, “the dozen seers we’ve surveyed all have penciled in higher stock prices in 
2008…. On average, the group sees the Standard & Poor’s 500 at 1,640.” It closed the year at 
865.58, nearly 50 percent lower. Economists overall have been wildly wrong about interest 
rates for more than a decade, consistently projected them to be much higher than they 
turned out to be. 

Still, making market predictions is generally what Wall Street strategists do. It’s part of the 
gig.  As  the  legendary  investor  Benjamin  Graham wrote,  “Nearly  everyone  interested  in 
common stocks wants to be told by someone else what he thinks the market is going to do. 
The demand being there, it must be supplied.” 

This  past  year’s  strategist  S&P 500  forecasts  are  much  better  than  usual  (most  were 
positive), but still lousy. Because of course they are.

Strategist/Firm/S&P 500 prediction for 2019 year-end
Note: S&P 500 closed 2018 at 2,486; closed 2019 at 3,230.78 

•Société Générale 2,400
•Francois Trahan UBS 2,550
•Lori Calvasina RBC 2,700
•Michael Wilson Morgan Stanley 2,750
•Barry Bannister Stifel Bannister 2,800
•Saira Malik Nuveen 2,840
•Rob Sharps T. Rowe Price 2,850 
•Tobias Levkovich Citigroup 2,850
•Sean Darby Jefferies 2,900
•Darrell Cronk Wells Fargo 2,910
•Jonathan Golub Credit Suisse 2,925
•Savita Subramanian Bank of America Merrill Lynch 2,900 
•Brad McMillan Commonwealth 2,950
•Tony Dwyer Canaccord Genuity 2,950
•John Stoltzfus Oppenheimer 2,960
•Sam Stovall CFRA 2,975
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•John Praveen QMA 3,000
•PGIM 3,000
•LPL Research 3,000
•Hugo Ste-Marie Scotiabank 3,000
•David Kostin Goldman Sachs 3,000
•Kristina Hooper Invesco 3,000
•Maneesh Deshpande Barclays 3,000
•Dubravko Lakos-Bujas JPMorgan Chase 3,000
•Julian Emanuel BTIG 3,000
•Brian Belski BMO Capital 3,000
•Scott Wren Wells Fargo 3,030
•Chris Harvey Wells Fargo 3,079
•Ed Yardini Yardini Research 3,100
•Federated Investors 3,100
•John Normand JPMorgan Chase 3,100
•Noah Weisberger Sanford Bernstein 3,150
•Ben Laidler HSBC 3,150
•Thomas Lee Fundstrat 3,185
•Keith Parker UBS 3,200
•Binky Chadha Deutsche Bank 3,250

So Binky, at least, pretty much nailed it – but only once in a row. You might recall that he 
called for 11 percent gains in 2018, when the S&P 500 lost 5 percent.

Not to be outdone, those making economic and bond market predictions were lousy too … 
lousier, even. Going into 2019, Federal Reserve officials expected economic conditions to 
support raising short-term interest rates twice. Instead, policy-makers lowered them three 
times. In the market for U.S. Treasury securities – where market participants set interest 
rates and where nearly everyone called for higher yields – rates fell even further from what 
were already historically low levels. The Wall Street Journal survey of 60 business, financial, 
and academic economists, one year ago, called for U.S. Treasury 10-year note yields at year-
end 2019 to be 3.35 percent; they closed 2019 at 1.92 percent, 143 basis points lower. The 
universe of bond market forecasters couldn’t have been more wrong, for a decade and more. 
Indeed,  robust  academic  research  has  shown  that  flipping  a  coin  is  a  more  accurate 
predictor of the future than the forecasts of leading economists. A CXO Advisory Group 
study collected 6,582 forecasts for the U.S. stock market from 68 market commentators and 
found similarly that a coin flip was more accurate than the forecasters. 
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Before you make serious portfolio changes based upon some urgent warning, be sure you are 
well aware of the risks and opportunity costs of doing so … and make sure you know the full 
and complete track record of the forecaster upon which you are relying. Very few “expert” 
forecasters will talk about their misses. And they all have lots of misses.

It’s  easier  to  sound  smart  when  calling  for  a  market  correction.  As  John  Stuart  Mill 
explained, “I have observed that not the man who hopes when others despair, but the man 
who despairs when others hope, is admired by a large class of persons as a sage.” Moreover, 
we  should  all  recall  the  insidious  incentives  supporting  bold  predictions,  most  notably 
potential  fame,  funding,  and  influence,  especially  because  there  seems  to  be  no 
accountability for being wrong. Many big careers have been made by being right once in a 
row. 

We  seem  to  have  a  sort  of  psychological  craving  for  apocalyptical  thinking.  As  the 
mathematician Alfred Cowles observed decades ago, people “want to believe that somebody 
really knows.” Still, uncertainty, together with appropriate and legitimate concern, does not 
require panic. Dealing with it successfully does require planning, however.

As Warren Buffet reminds, “[f]orecasts usually tell us more of the forecaster than of the 
future.” That’s why I avoid predictions to the extent possible and, instead, consider instead 
what I’m concerned about and will be watching closely in the year to come (mostly with a 
desire to clarify our thinking).

Markets go up and markets go down, sometimes by a lot. At least one of these doomsday 
characters will eventually be right. John Hussman might be right someday. But you should 
assume that any such rightness, if and when it transpires, will be much more a function of 
luck than skill.

We’ve had more than a  decade of  generally  great  stock market performance.  Change is 
gonna come.

Maybe sooner. Maybe latter. Maybe today. But when it happens will be utterly unrelated to 
any Wall Street forecast or prediction. 
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Why an “Outlook” at all? 
We may be lousy at investment forecasts (and we are), but the idea that we can live our 
investing lives forecast-free is as erroneous as the market predictions that are so easy to 
mock.  As Cullen Roche emphasizes,  “any decision about the future involves an implicit 
forecast about future outcomes.” As Philip Tetlock wrote: “We are all forecasters. When we 
think  about  changing  jobs,  getting  married,  buying  a  home,  making  an  investment, 
launching a product, or retiring, we decide based on how we expect the future to unfold.”

It's a grand conundrum for the world of finance. We desperately need to make forecasts to 
succeed but we are remarkably poor at doing so. What should we do with that knowledge? 
Why an Outlook at all?

There are three primary reasons. The first is that doing so is interesting and fun. It forces 
serious consideration of what has gone on and what's going on. That is a valuable exercise. 
The role  of  any financial  professional  is  less  to predict  the future and more to see the 
present clearly.  As Howard Marks puts it,  “while we never know where we’re going,  we 
ought to know where we are.”

Secondly,  longer-term outlooks  (and  especially  those  based  upon  appropriate  valuation 
measures) do have a history of very rough accuracy. We can have almost no idea of what will 
happen in the near-term while still having a pretty good idea of what investment prospects 
and returns should look like over the next 7-10 years. 

Finally,  a  good  Outlook  can  remind  us  where  we  are  and  highlight  the  trends  and 
possibilities  we are  most  likely  to  face  going forward.  There  are  so  many variables  and 
“unknown unknowns,” to use Donald Rumsfeld's famous phrase, that we will necessarily be 
wrong a lot. Nobody can offer Truth with a capital “T.” But it is possible to be helpful. It's a 
modest but important goal. 
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What’s Next? 
What Am I Worried About? 

I  subscribe  to  Balaji’s  Srinivasan’s  one-liner 
about  the  future:  “More  upside,  more 
downside.” However, I supercharge it: More 
variance, faster. 

There  are  any  number  of  potential  flash-
points or problems that could flare up at any 
moment. I will highlight eight to which I am 
paying  particular  attention.  As  always,  this 
cannot be an exhaustive list.

Expectations.  Long-term  financial  planning  requires  some  measure  of  expected 
investment returns. Unfortunately, as noted (in great detail) above, we can have almost no 
idea of what will happen in the markets over the near-term. 
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Is there any reason to think that the pace of 
change will ever be slower than it is right now?
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If you think some manager, advisor, or strategy can hide from difficult markets, provide the 
upside, and manage the volatility of markets, you have been badly deceived. 

However,  we can ascertain a  very rough idea of  what investment prospects  and returns 
should look like over the next 7-10 years or so – long-term capital markets assumptions – 

based  upon  a  variety  of  factors,  including 
valuations.  These  calculations  can  be  quite 
valuable and roughly accurate.

As Corey Hoffstein explains, capital market 
assumptions  will  rarely  be  exactly  right,  so 
relying on multiple sets is a way to reduce the 
risk  of  choosing  the  wrong  one.  Doing  so 
doesn’t  remove  the  risk  that  they  are  all 
wrong,  or  even  wildly  wrong,  but  using 
multiple sets  of  capital  market assumptions 
and  blending  the  results  reduces  the 
likelihood  of  this  happening  by  increasing 
the coverage over the parameter space. And 
while  they  vary  in  particulars,  the  various 
long-term  assumptions  that  are  available 
from  major  banks  and  investment  houses 
roughly agree: U.S. equity and fixed income 
returns  will  likely  lag  their  long -term 
averages over the next several years. 

The  current  equity  risk  premium  implies 
slightly below average returns going forward. 
As  of  the  start  of  2020,  the  equity  risk 
premium for  the  S&P 500  is  5.20  percent, 
less than it was a year earlier (5.96 percent), 
but exactly where it was in 2010. To be clear, 

the model does not forecast an annual return for any particular year, just a compounded 
average return over the long-term. Actual returns will always differ. That is why stocks are 
risky. As the great poet Rocky Balboa said, “the world ain’t all sunshine and rainbows.” 

The S&P 500 has returned about 13 percent per annum (including dividends) over the past 
ten  years,  versus  long-term historical  average  returns  of  roughly  9  percent.  Of  that  13 
percent per year, 2.3 percent came from dividends, 10.2 percent from earnings growth, and 
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From the market peak in October 2007 to 
the bottom in March 2009, U.S. stocks 
dropped by 55 percent  while stocks in the 
rest of the world crashed 59 percent. Ten 
years ago, experts expected interest rates to 
rise, inflation to return, the dollar to 
weaken, commodities to boom, and U.S. 
stocks to struggle. Hedge funds and other 
“alternative” strategies were all the rage. 
Bill Gross and PIMCO were actively 
promoting a “new normal,” described as 

“likely to be a significantly lower-returning 
world” for stocks and bonds alike for years 
to come. Instead, the most recent ten years 
saw interest rates falling to historic lows, 
i n f l a t i o n i r r e l e v a n t , t h e d o l l a r 
strengthening, commodities languishing, 
hedge funds declining, and U.S. stocks 
producing astonishingly high returns. 
Bonds did well too, growth stocks beat 
value, large stocks beat small, and the rest 
of the world lagged far behind the U.S. 
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0.8 percent from the change in the market’s  valuation,  as 
measured by the 12-month trailing price-to-earnings  ratio. 
As shown by Nir Kaissar, of the roughly 370 companies in 
the S&P 500 for which earnings growth over the last decade 
can be calculated,  183  increased profits  by  more than the 
average of 10.2 percent a year for the index, and the median 
earnings growth was 9.6 percent, which closely matches the 
index’s  average  and  shows  that  the  gains  were  broadly 
distributed.  That  explains  why,  even  though  valuations 
remain a bit high, they don’t appear dangerously so.

The relevant conclusion is, in my view, a simple one. Longer-
term equity returns are likely to be below their longer-term 
averages (this  is  the consensus view,  but it  isn’t  required). 
The stock market may well remain volatile. But there is no 
current reason to exit the markets for long-term investors. 
Those who will be net sellers of stocks in the relatively near-
term  (most  often  due  to  retirement  spending)  ought  to 
consider how to plan for that likelihood, whether that be via 
asset  allocation,  hedging,  or  otherwise.  There  is  risk,  as 
there always  is.  Drawdown risk is  the price that  must  be 
paid  for  the  much  higher  historical  returns  provided  by 
stocks as opposed to any other investment alternative.

China.  Chinese  President  Xi  Jinping  received  a  standing 
ovation  from  global  elites  at  the  2017  World  Economic 
Forum by  making  a  strong  pitch  for  globalization.  Back 
then,  the  elite  seemed  to  look  at  this  unreconstructed 
communist dictator as the savior of the liberal international 
order. That’s no longer true. Xi’s constitutional rejection of 
term  limits,  severe  repression  of  Xinjiang  Uighurs  and 
Christians,  record of  digital  and industrial  espionage,  and 
strong-arm responses  to  pro-democracy  protests  in  Hong 
Kong have made the idea that China is some global force for 
good laughable. 

China has built illegal and expansionist bases in the South 
China Sea, is meddling with the 45-million-strong Chinese 
diaspora,  and  bullying  its  critics  abroad.  By  supporting 
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On October 4, Daryl Morey, 
general manager of the Houston 
Rockets, posted a tweet in 
support of pro-Democracy 
protestors in Hong Kong seeking 
f r e e d o m f r o m C h i n e s e 
oppression. The tweet provoked 
t h e i r e o f t h e B e i j i n g 
government, which responded 
aggressively by censoring NBA 
b r o a d c a s t s i n C h i n a a n d 
attacking Morey on Twitter. 
Chinese companies suspended 
their business deals with the 
NBA. Today, months later, the 
NBA’s business with China is 
still in limbo. China state 
television’s sports channel isn’t 
b r o a d c a s t i n g g a m e s , a n d 
Tencent has effectively isolated 
the Rockets by  refusing to 
stream their games. 

The NBA’s dispute with China is, 
I think, an interesting harbinger 
of the larger U.S.-China trade 
war and China’s quest for global 
d o m i n a n c e . C o n v e n t i o n a l 
wisdom holds that because it is 
in the interest of both countries 
to settle their trade war, it will be 
settled. I wonder if the NBA 
situation is more indicative of a 
future where China – which has 
authoritarian power to enforce 
hardship on its people (China 
seems to be suffering more than 
the U.S.) – looks to prove 
d o m i n a n c e a n d w i t h h o l d 
a g r e e m e n t , b a n k i n g o n 
America’s unwillingness to keep 
losing money. 
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China  and  Chinese  industry,  we  have  been  investing  in  brutality  and  high-tech 
authoritarianism. China also meddles in Taiwanese elections, spinning false claims to try to 
convince voters that Taiwan needs Beijing. Moreover, China's decision to set up a parallel 
tech sector, rather than integrating into the global economy, creates a strategic threat to the 
West.  It  is  the  single  most  consequential 
geopolitical decision taken in the last three 
decades  and  is  also  the  greatest  threat  to 
globalization. 

Whatever  you  may  think  of  President 
Trump,  he  is  the  first  president  in  recent 
memory to take the threat of China seriously 
and  to  take  a g gress ive  (a lbeit  often 
inconsistent and perhaps incoherent) action. 
Real  issues  exist:  “rampant  intellectual-
property  theft,  state-sponsored  industrial 
espionage,  forced  technology  transfer,  and 
China’s failure to live up to its 2001 World 
Trade Organization accession commitments 
to open its finance and technology sectors to 
foreign competition. China has made vague promises to crack down on counterfeit goods, 
but that is a process that has been ongoing in some form for most of this millennium.”

The president is  rightly  criticized for  failing to understand how tariffs  work,  what they 
mean, and for referring to himself as “ Tariff Man,” but he is right to be concerned with 

China’s actions and push back against them. Still, there is 
no consensus over whether America’s goal should be the 
pursuit  of  a  lower  bilateral  trade deficit,  the search for 
profits  in  American-owned  subsidiaries  in  China,  or  a 
broad geopolitical campaign to thwart China’s expansion.

A new  study  from  the  Federal  Reserve  found  that 
President  Trump’s  tariffs  are  very  expensive  for 
Americans. According to the Fed research, the president’s 
2018 tariffs have led to higher producer prices and a loss of 
jobs  across  the  U.S.  –  particularly  in  manufacturing. 
However,  with  the  U.S.  economy  doing  well  overall, 

unemployment at historic lows, and real wages finally rising after decades of stagnation, it 
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Harvard economist Larry 
Summers quipped (with good 
reason), “Europe's a museum, 
Japan's a nursing home and 
China's a jail.”

The era of American dominance is “definitively 
over,” war with China is growing more likely, and 
world leaders are risking long-term security by 
refusing to face challenges like climate change, 
according to a new Atlantic Council report, 
"Global Risks 2035. The crucial takeaway is that 
the world is slipping into a “new bipolarity” 
defined by competition between the U.S. and 
China.  
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will be hard to complain about these costs if some real progress is made in the economic war 
with China.

Inflation. Back in my trading days, we paid careful attention to what sort of event would 
hurt the most people. Today, it’s probably inflation, and not just because nobody expects it.

The Fed has a duel mandate: to control inflation (maintain price stability)  and to foster 
employment. On the inflation front, the Fed shoots for 2 percent annually but keeps missing 
the target to the low side, while still expecting it to appear. Economists (including those at 
the Fed) have traditionally believed in a relationship between unemployment and inflation, 
known as the Phillips curve, whereby the former falls when the latter rises. As the jobless 
rate declined following the financial crisis, the Fed wanted to get ahead of the curve, and 
prevent inflation from suddenly flaring up, by raising rates early, but slowly.

However, as subsequent research has documented (and Fed Chair Jerome Powell confirmed), 
the Fed made a fundamental error. Over and over again, its members underestimated how 
far the unemployment rate could fall before inflation would become a serious concern. It’s 

currently at 3.5 percent, a historic low, and 
still there is no inflation in sight. 

The  Fed  wasn’t  alone.  As  early  as  2014, 
prominent economists  were arguing that 
the  U.S.  had  a l ready  reached  fu l l 
employment  –  effectively,  that  everyone 
who  wanted  a  job  already  had  one.  Yet 
Americans still seem to be coming out of 
the  woodwork  to  go  to  work,  and  the 
employment rate keeps rising.
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“Six in 10 working-age Americans haven’t seen 
inflation above 4 percent. A quarter of them 
haven’t even seen a sustained stretch above 3 
percent.”

China has upset the balance of power in the South 
China Sea by dredging sand on a massive scale to 
build seven new island outposts, creating 3,200 acres 
of strategic new land. Fiery Cross Reef — built in a 
neighborhood where China is scrapping for control 
with Taiwan, Vietnam, the Philippines and Malaysia — 
is among the most extensively developed new islands, boasting large facilities for aircraft, missile 
batteries and marine forces. If the U.S. is drawn into an unintentional war with China, the flash-
point could very well be in the South China Sea.
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/12/10/how-gen-x-millennials-gen-z-became-low-inflation-generations/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/12/10/how-gen-x-millennials-gen-z-became-low-inflation-generations/
https://apnews.com/f5001ec9f00b8bd08757d17316ef6269?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://link.axios.com/click/18997482.31957/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZm9yZWlnbmFmZmFpcnMuY29tL2FydGljbGVzL2NoaW5hLzIwMTgtMTAtMTUvYmVpamluZ3MtbnVjbGVhci1vcHRpb24_dXRtX3NvdXJjZT1uZXdzbGV0dGVyJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPW5ld3NsZXR0ZXJfYXhpb3NhbSZzdHJlYW09dG9w/598b764d8cc2b2226c8b45e9Bb1cbcf1f%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/12/10/how-gen-x-millennials-gen-z-became-low-inflation-generations/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/12/10/how-gen-x-millennials-gen-z-became-low-inflation-generations/
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If  anything,  central  bankers  globally  are more worried today that inflation in developed 
countries might stay too low, rather than it suddenly surging. Investors should probably see 
things differently. Current high asset prices – stocks and bonds, broadly and generally – are 
founded fundamentally  upon the expectation that  inflation,  and thus interest  rates,  will 
remain low.  A serious burst of inflation would change that calculation.

Therefore, investors with richly priced stocks have a strong incentive to seek hedges against 
unexpected inflation, but there are no obvious hedges to be found. High-quality government 
bonds are the traditional diversifier for equity risk, but when inflation strikes, long-term 
bonds  are  the  worst  assets  to  own.  Holding  more  cash  promises  to  fall  behind  rising 
inflation. TIPS offer lower real yields than cash. Inflation – a sleeping giant today – bears 
close watching, even though its reappearance is unlikely anytime soon.

The Election. During 2019, President Trump averaged about a tweet a week touting his 
role in the success of the stock market. After another recent all-time high, the president was 
at it again. 

“STOCK  MARKET AT ALL-TIME 
HIGH! HOW ARE YOUR 409K’S [sic] 
DOING?  70%,  80%,  90%  up?  Only 
50% up! What are you doing wrong?” 

He subsequently  deleted the tweet and 
sent another version, fixing the “409K” 
error. Perhaps 409K accounts filled with 
covfefe  stocks  are  up  70,  80,  or  90 
percent,  but  real  stock  market  returns 

have still been great during President Trump’s first three years in office and stack up well 
against most of his predecessors (if still less than that of Barack Obama and George H.W. 
Bush, while essentially tied with Bill Clinton). The S&P 500 during Mr. Trump’s presidency 
has returned more than double the 23 percent average market return of presidents three 
years into their term, according to data dating back to 1928. Moreover,  the S&P gained 
nearly 31.5 percent last year, far above the average 12.8 percent return of year three for past 
U.S. presidents (if less than President Obama’s 32 percent in year three). 

A 2020 presidential election campaign that stands to be bitter and contentious provides the 
potential to add some extra drama to financial markets this year. The stock market typically 
rises in an election year, no matter which party claims the presidency, but it generally rises 
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Only about nine percent 
of voters in the six 
“battleground” states 
that will likely decide the 
2 0 2 0 p r e s i d e n t i a l 

e l e c t i o n a r e t r u l y 
“persuadable” – truly willing to vote for either 
President Trump or the Democratic candidate. 
Here is what these voters want. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/05/upshot/swing-voters-2020-election.html?te=1&nl=the-upshot&emc=edit_up_20191107?campaign_id=29&instance_id=13677&segment_id=18600&user_id=cbe41b67c203bd9fb44aadde98da47d5&regi_id=86782495
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/05/upshot/swing-voters-2020-election.html?te=1&nl=the-upshot&emc=edit_up_20191107?campaign_id=29&instance_id=13677&segment_id=18600&user_id=cbe41b67c203bd9fb44aadde98da47d5&regi_id=86782495
http://trumptwitterarchive.com/archive
http://trumptwitterarchive.com/archive
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1215299143066947584
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/26/trumps-stock-market-rally-is-far-outpacing-past-us-presidents.html
https://www.macrotrends.net/2481/stock-market-performance-by-president
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significantly less than average. Overall, the S&P 500 has made average election year gains of 
around  6  percent,  no  matter  which  party  holds  office  since  World  War  II.  This  year, 
Republican  Donald  Trump is  seeking  a  second  term and  the  S&P 500  has  gained  6.6 
percent, on average, since 1945 when a first-term Republican is running for re-election. Note 
that for all years since 1945, the S&P 500 has moved higher 71 percent of the time with an 
average gain around 9 percent. 

Some analysts suggest paying particular attention to where the market stands about three 
months prior to the election. Since 1928, an S&P 500 in positive territory for the year three 
months before Election Day has typically (20 out of 23 overall, including all five of them in 
the 21st Century) meant a win for the party holding the presidency, and a slumping index has 
meant a loss. However, Republicans came out on top in each of the three exceptions: In 
1956, Dwight Eisenhower won reelection although the market was down three months out; 
in 1968, Richard Nixon defeated Vice President Hubert Humphrey even though the S&P 
500 was up 6 percent three months from Election Day; and in 1980, Ronald Reagan beat 
President Jimmy Carter even though three months before the election the market showed a 
gain of about 7 percent.

Wall Street seems to expect the president to be re-elected, as do I (if not so strongly), but 
his chances will be hindered if his trade war with China goes on without a resolution and 
thus hurts economic growth. Many companies are still holding back on new investments and 
treading cautiously because of trade uncertainties. At the moment, the recent escalation in 
tensions between the U.S. and Iran appears to have abated and to be a clear success for 
President  Trump.  However,  any major  confrontation between the two countries  (or any 
other would-be international power)  could hurt stocks and incentivize investors to move 
their money into haven investments like bonds or gold.

Weaponized  Polarization.  It  has  become axiomatic  that 
our  politics  is  more  and  more  polarized.  Pew  Research 
recently  reported  on  Americans'  views  of  the  opposite 
political  party,  concluding  that  “the  level  of  division  and 
animosity  –  including  negative  sentiments  among  partisans 
toward  the  members  of  the  opposing  party  –  has  only 
deepened.” Most partisans think the other side has few, if any, 
good ideas. We can no longer even agree on basic facts. 

Moreover, as Jonah Goldberg recently noted, political science 
is  increasingly  documenting  that  ideological  and  partisan  affiliation  is  mapping  across 
society in ways once reserved solely for race, ethnicity, gender, and religion. In our polarized 
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https://news.gallup.com/opinion/polling-matters/268982/impact-increased-political-polarization.aspx
https://www.people-press.org/2019/10/10/partisan-antipathy-more-intense-more-personal/?utm_source=link_newsv9&utm_campaign=item_268982&utm_medium=copy
https://www.people-press.org/2019/10/10/partisan-antipathy-more-intense-more-personal/?utm_source=link_newsv9&utm_campaign=item_268982&utm_medium=copy
https://thedispatch.com/p/the-rights-bullsht-problem
https://www.nationalaffairs.com/publications/detail/rethinking-polarization
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/11/upshot/the-real-story-about-fake-news-is-partisanship.html?_r=1
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times,  political  affiliation is  becoming an identity.  That explains why the major political 
parties have shifted positions on issues like free trade, balanced budgets, the trustworthiness 
of our institutions, and reliance upon science without losing adherents. We fall for fake news 
because we're trying to maintain a consistent story to prop up our tribe, not to seek an 
accurate record.

That polarization is increasingly being weaponized, as a few examples amply demonstrate.

A maliciously edited clip of Joe Biden rocketed around Twitter recently (which I will not 
link), doctored to make the former vice president and current presidential candidate sound 
racist. It is obviously phony, but has been shared millions of times anyway. Perhaps worse, 
both the offending account (seeming to support other Democratic candidates) and Twitter 
itself have refused to take down the tweet. 

In  August,  the  New  York  Times  Magazine 
unveiled its  1619 Project,  which dates the 
founding of  the  United States  not  to  the 
traditional  date  of  July  4,  1776,  with  the 
s i gn ing  o f  the  Dec la ra t ion  o f 
Independence, or even to the enactment of 
the Constitution in 1789, but to 1619, with 
the  arrival  of  the  first  African  slave.  The 
Project offered a new version of American 
history as  a  slaveholders’  rebellion,  falsely 
asserting  that  the  founders  declared  the 
colonies’  independence  from  Britain  “in 
order to ensure slavery would continue.” 

Five prominent historians challenged the Project’s thesis, first in interviews, then in a letter 
to the Times  urging factual  corrections,  arguing that  the Project  was driven by ideology 
rather than historical understanding, a position easily demonstrated by relevant experts. The 
Times responded dismissively, and the broader reaction among historians suggests that the 
profession isn’t up to the challenge of defending factual accuracy – at least, not if doing so 
threatens what many scholars see as the ideological greater good.

A U.S. Congressman shared a faked image of former President Obama with the president of 
Iran on social media.
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“Deepfakes” are real, impressive, and highly 
dangerous. Check out the AI-manipulated 
example from MIT linked here, using the text of 
Richard Nixon’s (never used, thankfully) speech 
eulogizing the Apollo 11 
astronauts. We need to be 
alert to what is possible 
with today’s technology, 
t o c o n s i d e r o u r 
vulnerabilities, and to be ready to question (and 
perhaps challenge) what we see and hear as we 
enter a future fraught with challenges over the 
question of truth. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/14/what-is-deepfake-and-how-it-might-be-dangerous.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/14/what-is-deepfake-and-how-it-might-be-dangerous.html
https://youtu.be/yaq4sWFvnAY
https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2019/08/political-polarization-may-be-less-about-ideology-luck
https://factcheck.thedispatch.com/p/did-joe-biden-tout-our-european-culture
https://twitter.com/mooncult/status/1212747023004266501?s=20
https://twitter.com/mooncult/status/1207940960895696897?s=20
https://twitter.com/donie/status/1213099108564656128?s=20
https://twitter.com/donie/status/1213099108564656128?s=20
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/magazine/1619-america-slavery.html%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2019/10/30/bynu-o30.html%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/20/magazine/we-respond-to-the-historians-who-critiqued-the-1619-project.html
https://thedispatch.com/p/what-pete-buttigieg-gets-wrong-about
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/20/magazine/we-respond-to-the-historians-who-critiqued-the-1619-project.html
https://twitter.com/i/events/1214339569992077313
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/14/what-is-deepfake-and-how-it-might-be-dangerous.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/14/what-is-deepfake-and-how-it-might-be-dangerous.html
https://youtu.be/yaq4sWFvnAY
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Voters on both sides of the aisle are willing to sacrifice nearly all other policy and political 
wins to get their preferred outcome in the impeachment battle. The deadly combination of 
fake  news  weaponized  for  partisan  advantage  is  getting  more  and  more  dangerous, 
threatening markets and much, much more.

Manufacturing. The Institute for Supply Management's gauge of the U.S. services sector 
yesterday is solidly in expansionary territory while its manufacturing index hit its weakest 
level since June 2009. The manufacturing industry is typically seen as a leading economic 
indicator,  and a sustained manufacturing downturn has historically  presaged trouble and 
even recession. The U.S. manufacturing industry has been hurt by a strong dollar and global 
consumer demand that has been weakened significantly by the trade war and tariffs. 

On the other hand, aided by Fed rate cuts, the services sector is more impervious to those 
factors. For example, demand for health care, financial services, and higher education have 
more price  elasticity  than manufacturing generally.  And,  while  the trade war  has  led to 
sustained weakness in countries as diverse as Germany, Lebanon, and the Czech Republic, 
the  U.S.  derives  a  relatively  minor  share  of  its  GDP from  selling  goods  overseas. 
Manufacturing  represents  just  about  11  percent  of  the  U.S.  economy,  while  the  services 
sector has become the dominant means of employment and earnings for the vast majority of 
Americans. 

Therefore,  the  U.S.  has  been able  to  see  sustained job gains  and wage increases  in  the 
aggregate  even  as  sectors  like  manufacturing,  mining,  transportation,  and  trade  have 
suffered. Still, if American manufacturing doesn’t improve, it will be increasingly difficult for 
the economy to keep improving.
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Experts polled by the Council on Foreign Relations ranked 30 potential or ongoing foreign 
policy conflicts based on how likely they  are to occur or escalate, and how directly they affect 
the U.S. The top risks for the U.S. in 2020 include: 

•A cyberattack on critical infrastructure, including elections 
systems. 
•A mass-casualty terror attack. 
•War with Iran. 
•Conflict with North Korea following the collapse of nuclear talks. 
•Russia-Ukraine escalation. 
•Increased migration outflows from Central America. 

https://www.cfr.org/report/conflicts-watch-2020?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosworld&stream=world
https://www.cfr.org/report/conflicts-watch-2020?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosworld&stream=world
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/05/upshot/impeachment-biggest-issue-voters-poll.html?emc=rss&partner=rss
https://link.axios.com/click/19098102.31078/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuY25iYy5jb20vMjAyMC8wMS8wNy9pc20tbm9uLW1hbnVmYWN0dXJpbmctaW5kZXgtZGVjZW1iZXItMjAxOS5odG1sP3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9bmV3c2xldHRlciZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9jYW1wYWlnbj1uZXdzbGV0dGVyX2F4aW9zbWFya2V0cyZzdHJlYW09YnVzaW5lc3M/598b764d8cc2b2226c8b45e9B63746c82%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://link.axios.com/click/19098102.31078/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmFycm9ucy5jb20vYXJ0aWNsZXMvbWFudWZhY3R1cmluZy1pcy10aGUtd2Vha2VzdC1zaW5jZS1maW5hbmNpYWwtY3Jpc2lzLTUxNTc4MDcxMDY4P3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9bmV3c2xldHRlciZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9jYW1wYWlnbj1uZXdzbGV0dGVyX2F4aW9zbWFya2V0cyZzdHJlYW09YnVzaW5lc3M/598b764d8cc2b2226c8b45e9Beba3da5e%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://link.axios.com/click/19098102.31078/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmFycm9ucy5jb20vYXJ0aWNsZXMvbWFudWZhY3R1cmluZy1pcy10aGUtd2Vha2VzdC1zaW5jZS1maW5hbmNpYWwtY3Jpc2lzLTUxNTc4MDcxMDY4P3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9bmV3c2xldHRlciZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9jYW1wYWlnbj1uZXdzbGV0dGVyX2F4aW9zbWFya2V0cyZzdHJlYW09YnVzaW5lc3M/598b764d8cc2b2226c8b45e9Beba3da5e%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://link.axios.com/click/19098102.31078/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubWFya2l0ZWNvbm9taWNzLmNvbS9QdWJsaWMvSG9tZS9QcmVzc1JlbGVhc2UvYzJmNDczZWVlY2EyNDJlMDk2MzA5NmQyYWEwYTBlNjE_dXRtX3NvdXJjZT1uZXdzbGV0dGVyJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPW5ld3NsZXR0ZXJfYXhpb3NtYXJrZXRzJnN0cmVhbT1idXNpbmVzcw/598b764d8cc2b2226c8b45e9Bf527bc08%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://link.axios.com/click/19098102.31078/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubWFya2l0ZWNvbm9taWNzLmNvbS9QdWJsaWMvSG9tZS9QcmVzc1JlbGVhc2UvYTkwMGUyYjI2YWFiNGE2ZDg2NjBiZDU3NGU0OWJmMTg_dXRtX3NvdXJjZT1uZXdzbGV0dGVyJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPW5ld3NsZXR0ZXJfYXhpb3NtYXJrZXRzJnN0cmVhbT1idXNpbmVzcw/598b764d8cc2b2226c8b45e9B2a2b0f12%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://link.axios.com/click/19098102.31078/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubWFya2l0ZWNvbm9taWNzLmNvbS9QdWJsaWMvSG9tZS9QcmVzc1JlbGVhc2UvZWVjZDI3YTBmODkxNDIwZWFlZjAzN2ZmMmI4MzU1ZmE_dXRtX3NvdXJjZT1uZXdzbGV0dGVyJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPW5ld3NsZXR0ZXJfYXhpb3NtYXJrZXRzJnN0cmVhbT1idXNpbmVzcw/598b764d8cc2b2226c8b45e9B56e78354%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.cfr.org/report/conflicts-watch-2020?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosworld&stream=world
https://www.cfr.org/report/conflicts-watch-2020?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosworld&stream=world
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Business Investment.  The White House argued that cutting the corporate tax rate to 
roughly the median level of OECD counties would spark a boom in business investment, 
eventually leading to higher wages for workers and thousands of extra dollars in the average 
family’s pocket. However, according to everyone from the International Monetary Fund to 
the Congressional Research Service, that hasn’t happened – at least not yet, despite claims 
that it has. 

The late economist Rudiger Dornbusch once said,  “In economics,  things take longer to 
happen than you think they will, and then they happen faster than you thought they could.” 
While business investment slumped due to uncertainty surrounding the world’s two largest 
economies, investors remained confident enough to keep putting money into stocks.

It hasn’t had much of impact so far, but an ongoing lack of business investment will have 
serious long-term (negative) consequences for the U.S. economy and our markets.

Foreign Entanglements and Enhanced Threats.  George Washington spent much of 
his  Farewell  Address  warning  against  “foreign  entanglements.”  Unfortunately,  today’s 
interconnected and exceedingly  “small”  world  make avoiding such difficult,  and perhaps 
impossible. Moreover, the weapons and related technology available to countries and even to 
individuals intent upon harming citizens of other places almost instantaneously make the 
prospect of isolation a vestige of a now distant past.

From a foreign policy  perspective,  Iran,  Iraq,  North Korea,  and Afghanistan all  present 
intractable problems. These difficulties are exacerbated because evil rarely leaves virtue with 
good options. To make matters worse, the American people often present American policy-
makers with a set of difficult, and often irreconcilable, goals. Keep America physically safe 
and protected from cyber-attack and economic “cheating.” Keep our military the strongest 
on earth.  Spend less  on defense.  Don’t  let  Iran or  North Korea go nuclear.  Foster  free 
markets and free people around the world. Limit the terrorist threat. Keep the economy 
roaring. End all the wars and bring the troops home.

The United States  must remain active and aware in foreign affairs.  Unfortunately,  when 
opponents and enemies refuse to act honorably and are intent on doing us harm, avoidance 
is not an option.

Just after 2019 turned into 2020, the United States killed Qassem Suleimani, for decades the 
leading  facilitator  of  Iran-supported  terror  operations  worldwide,  via  drone-strike.  A 
Pentagon statement described the action as both retaliatory and preemptive, noting that 
Suleimani “was actively developing plans to attack American diplomats and service members 
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/images/Corporate%20Tax%20Reform%20and%20Growth%20Final.pdf
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2019/05/31/U-S-46942
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R45736.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tax-reform-has-delivered-for-workers-11577045463?mod=e2two
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Rudiger_Dornbusch%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank%22%20%5Co%20%22Rudiger%20Dornbusch%20wikipedia%20page
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/washing.asp
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/09/30/the-shadow-commander
https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Releases/Release/Article/2049534/statement-by-the-department-of-defense/
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in  Iraq  and  throughout  the  region”  (a 
claim  that  has  support  as  well  as 
detractors), had orchestrated attacks on 
U.S. bases in Iraq, including the attack 
on December 27 that claimed the life of 
a  U.S.  government  contractor,  and 
approved the recent attacks on the U.S. 
Emba ssy  in  Iraq .  More  broad l y, 
Suleimani  was  responsible  for  the 
deaths of hundreds of Americans in Iraq 
and beyond.  

The response to Suleimani’s death came 
swiftly. Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah 
Ali Khamenei, announced three days of 
mour ning  and  promised  “ se vere 
re ta l i a t ion . ”  A  former  IRGC 
Commander promised  “ s t rong 
re venge”  on  Amer ica . More 
specifically,  Iran  launched  missiles  at 
American  outposts  in  the  region  and 
announced it would no longer abide by 

the  terms  of  the  2015  nuclear  deal, 
including the limitations on uranium enrichment. The president responded with typical 
Trumpian  excess,  suggesting  that  the  U.S.  would  retaliate  by  targeting  Iranian  cultural 
landmarks, and doubled down on his threat of war crimes.

The  political  response  was  predictable.  President  Trump tweeted  out  a  picture  of  an 
American flag. Republicans applauded the president’s decision as a justified response to the 
hundreds of American deaths at Suleimani’s hands and the only wise and necessary course of 
action. Democrats strongly criticized it as reckless and a potentially unauthorized act of war 
(the second argument, at least, is a poor one).

The significance of Suleimani’s death is enormous, both because of the evil for which he was 
responsible and the Iranian response it almost certainly portends. But, despite the partisan 
rhetoric,  there  is  simply  no  way  to  forecast  the  consequences  –  strategic,  military,  or 
political – and if history will judge the president’s actions as brilliant, reckless, foolish, or 
something else entirely. So far, it looks like a clear victory for the president. What happens 
longer-term and what other forms of retaliation might still be in store remains to be seen.
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The North Korean nuclear conundrum has 
flummoxed every American president this 
century, and Bill Clinton  before that. President 
Trump decided to change the U.S. approach and 
to rely upon personal diplomacy with Kim Jong-
Un predicated upon the president’s view that his 
interpersonal skills would carry the day. But to 
this point, it hasn’t worked. For nearly three 
years, Kim has accelerated his development of an 
intercontinental nuclear threat without response. 
American failures in the region during the 
Trump administration have, thus far at least, 
increased Kim’s military and diplomatic 
leverage; de-stabilized the Korean Peninsula; 
empowered China; encouraged nuclear 
proliferation; alienated our closest Asian allies, 
South Korea and Japan; and undermined 
America’s national security. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security-soleimani-insight-idUSKBN1Z301Z
https://twitter.com/rcallimachi/status/1213421769777909761?s=20
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The North Korean nuclear crisis is, after a brief hiatus, back on and entering a new phase. 
After two years of unsuccessful diplomacy with the U.S., North Korean leader Kim Jong Un 
is reverting to a provocative strategy to get the U.S. talking. On the last day of 2019, after 
months of threatening the United States to ease its nuclear standoff with “a bold decision” 
by  year’s  end  –  or  else  –  Kim darkly  announced  that  the  country  would  unveil  a  new 
strategic weapon “in the near future.” He also declared an end to a moratorium on nuclear 
weapons and missile tests. It now appears that the only options for the United States are 
either to acquiesce to a nuclear North Korea or to take aggressive action to preclude it from 
happening. 

Many in Washington and various media outlets are anxious to blame Kim’s latest actions on 
an American president they loathe rather than on the time-honored North Korean playbook 
from which it is so obviously drawn. President Trump’s North Korea denuclearization policy 
has been no worse – and has probably been better – than those of previous administrations. 
Mr. Trump’s “maximum pressure” campaign is the closest thing to a strategy for dealing 
effectively with North Korea’s war economy that any recent president has devised (which is 
not to say that it was ever likely to work). 

The most logical conclusion: Pyongyang will never denuclearize voluntarily. Ever.

Afghanistan is not currently prominent in the news, but President Trump raises a significant 
point about our “endless wars” and how little has been accomplished thereby. After al-Qaeda 
plotted the September 11, 2001 attacks from Afghan camps, the United States and its allies 
invaded.  NATO-led  troops  have  been  stationed  there  since  2003.  The  costs  have  been 
enormous.  American taxpayers  have spent  $6.4 trillion thus  far  on costs  related to  and 
caused by post-9.11 wars and conflicts in more than 80 countries, not to mention the many, 
many lives damaged and lost. Yet, in Afghanistan, the Taliban controls much of the country 
today. Does any of this make sense anymore … if it ever did? 

Our foreign policy forecasting abilities are no better than our market forecasting abilities 
(which is to say, dreadful). However, we must deal with ever-growing threats in foreign hot-
spots.

Investment Implications 

In August of 2010, while visiting a shopping center in Daejon, South Korea, a 40-year-old 
wheelchair-bound man identified  only  as  “Mr.  Lee”  missed  an  elevator  when  the  doors 
closed on him a moment too soon. Angered at his misfortune, Lee backed up his motorized 
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chair and rammed into the elevator doors. Unsatisfied at merely denting the object of his 
rage, Lee backed up and acted as human battering ram again. He “succeeded” this time, 
crashing  through  the  doors  and  plunging  to  his  death  (horrifying  video  here).  Not 
surprisingly, shopping center officials vowed to strengthen the doors of their elevators in 
order to protect future morons.

If you’re like most people, you probably aren’t sure whether it’s appropriate to laugh at Mr. 
Lee’s stupidity or simply to despair at the tragic loss of life (as well as the depth and extent 
of human stupidity). While most are not as flagrant as this one, it isn’t hard to find myriad 
examples of really bad ideas. We humans are shockingly susceptible to bad ideas, ideas that 
routinely grow into poor decisions and then metastasize into behavior that may undermine, 
severely damage, ruin, or even end our lives. Conversely, really good ideas are surprisingly 
hard to find. I will try to offer a few for 2020.

Perennials 

These ideas are always good. You will have seen them before – from me and others. Ignore 
them at your peril.

Save and invest more. Advisors who focus on retirement planning spend a lot of time and 
energy considering many vital things – like asset allocation plans, decumulation strategies, 
and needs analysis. But advisors and their clients spend far too little time and energy on the 
most important factor of all – how much money is saved and how to save it. Saving is the 
most fundamental and most important component of successful investing. 

As my friend Wade Pfau succinctly points out in his seminal paper on this subject, “[t]he 
focus of retirement planning should be on the savings rate rather than the withdrawal rate.” 
Put another way, “someone saving at her ‘safe savings rate’ will likely be able to finance her 
intended  [retirement]  expenditures  regardless  of  her  actual  wealth  accumulation  and 
withdrawal rate.” Using Dr. Pfau's analysis, these “safe savings rates” generally range from 9.3 
percent to 16.6 percent over 30 years under various sets of market conditions. Yet only about 
half of Americans own stocks, mostly via retirement accounts, per Federal Reserve data. 
Simply put, we should all be maxing-out out our defined contribution plans (most often a 
401(k)  plan),  every  year  of  our  working  lives  and  leaving  the  money  untouched  until 
retirement.
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Aggressive saving allows one to take advantage of compound interest, the so-called “eighth 
wonder of the world.” The best thing any of us can do for ourselves and for our families' 
futures is to save and invest more and to keep saving and investing more. 

Plan. Similarly, we should all have a carefully constructed plan for dealing with our financial 
futures.  Every  financial  planning  client,  like  every  financial  planner,  should  have  such  a 
comprehensive financial plan in writing and in place.

Low fees. The leading factor in the success or failure of any investment is fees. In fact, the 
relationship  between  fees  and  performance  is  an  inverse  one.  In  2018,  according  to 
Morningstar, 60 percent of mutual funds paid out a capital gain while only six percent of 
ETFs  did.  The  tax  efficiency  of  ETFs  matters.  And  they  are  among  the  lowest  cost 
investment options. So, choosing lower costs (when the product is the right one, of course) 
can have residual benefits too. Every investor needs to count costs.

Diversify. The theory behind diversification is simple: Don't put all your eggs in one basket. A 
single holding has huge potential for gains if the right instrument is selected, but even huger 
risks (because investing "home runs" are so hard to come by).  In general,  the greater  a 
portfolio's diversification, the lower its riskiness. Lower risk is a good thing, but only if the 
portfolio's potential return is healthy enough to meet the client's needs. Fortunately, a well-
diversified  portfolio  captures  most  of  the  potential  upside  available  with  much  lower 
volatility.
 
A diverse portfolio –  one that reaches across all  market sectors,  foreign and domestic – 
ensures  that  at  least  some of  a  portfolio's  investments  will  be  in  the  market's  stronger 
sectors at any given time, regardless of what's hot and what's not and irrespective of the 
economic climate. At the same time, a diverse portfolio will never be fully invested in the 
year's losers. For example, according to Morningstar Direct, about 25 percent of U.S. listed 
stocks lost at least 75 percent of their value in 2008 but only four of over 6,600 open-ended 
mutual funds lost more than 75 percent of their value that year. 
 
J.P. Morgan Asset Management published the distribution of returns for the Russell 3000 
from 1980 to 2014. Forty percent of all  Russell  3000 stock components lost at least 70 
percent of their value and never recovered. Effectively all the index’s overall returns came 
from seven percent of components. Thus, a diversified approach provides smoother returns 
over time (even if not as smooth as desired!). On the other hand, a well-diversified portfolio 
will always include some poor performers, and that's hard for us to abide. As my friend Brian 
Portnoy quips, diversification means always having to say you're sorry. 
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So, as a starting point, make sure your time horizon is long enough. If you don't have at least 
a five-year time frame before using the money, stocks are almost surely a bad idea. That's 
because the chances of negative returns over shorter time periods are too high. But over the 
longer term, our investment prospects with equities are bright.
  
Diversification pays off over the longer haul. It's the one sure "free lunch" in investing. I 
recommend it yet again, as always.
 
The “political  trade” is  a  threat.  We know that  basing our investment decisions on 
politics is a recipe for disaster (as detractors of President Obama who avoided the market 
from 2009 going forward found out and as detractors of President Trump discovered after 
the 2016 election – more detail is provided within the “Forecasting Follies” section above). 
That's especially true because a president has far less control of market performance than is 
generally assumed. Those who love or (especially) hate any given political person, party, or 
policy need to be very careful that their politics don't dictate their investment decisions, 
especially in an election year.

“Personal Volatility” is dangerous. While a correction or even a market crash remain 
real possibilities, today and every day, the “personal volatility” of trying to time the market is 
almost always a bad idea. Furthermore, those who guess right and get the sell timing right 
almost never get the buy-back-in timing correct. Trying to guess and time the market almost 
never works once, much less twice or more.
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Overall,  markets  are  positive  almost  three-out-of-four  years.  The  market's  path  of  least 
resistance is higher, making big cash positions a major risk. Moreover, investors and advisors 
should  temper  their  tendency  to  fire  money  managers  for  recent  underperformance. 
Multiple studies have shown that the wealth lost by investors from the practice of firing and 
hiring managers on the basis of recent performance – at both the personal and institutional 
levels – far exceeds the average net-of-cost underperformance of active management. This 
sort of “personal volatility” is highly dangerous.
 
“A sense of where you are.” The Pulitzer Prize-winning writer John McPhee wrote a 
wonderful book – his first, in 1965 – about Bill Bradley at Princeton called, indelibly, A Sense 
of Where You Are. It was about Bradley as the best basketball player Princeton had ever 
seen as well as his self-discipline, his rationality, and his sense of responsibility. The title 
comes from Bradley always knowing his position on the court, in relation to the basket, his 
teammates, the opposition, the situation, and the score. 

Speaking to McPhee in the Princeton gym, Bradley looked him straight in the eye while 
tossing the ball cleanly through the hoop. McPhee was astonished. “When you have played 
basketball for a while, you don't need to look at the basket when you are in close like this,” 
Bradley said. “You develop a sense of where you are.” Bradley's constant awareness, as well as 
his athletic gifts, distinguished him as a player.
 
Good investors also need exceptional self-awareness. Dealing with risk doesn't just mean 
knowing how much tolerance one has for pain when markets are uncooperative. It means 
understanding how much risk capacity one can undertake without putting one's financial 
goals at risk and how much risk must be taken to assure that one's financial and investing 
goals are likely to be met. It recognizes that excessive risk avoidance can be just as damaging 
as foolhardy risk-taking. It means understanding which risks are real and which are illusory. 
We all need a “sense of where we are” in our financial and investment journeys.
 
Don't bet against America. As Yale Endowment head David Swensen emphasizes, “we 
should  never  underestimate  the  resilience  of  this  economy.”  Avoiding  stocks  is  betting 
against the American economy and American ingenuity. Indeed, it’s betting against America. 
Doing so has never turned out well. Nearly two-thirds of Americans say this year’s fantastic 
market rally has had little or no effect on their personal finances. We need more Americans 
to bet on America. Make sure you do.

Guaranteed income. Your financial/retirement plan must be robust, redundant, resilient, 
and flexible because there is so much necessary randomness (when bad returns come; when 
better returns come; unknown unknowns). Since at least 1965 and the seminal research of 
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Menachem Yaari, economists have recognized that retirees should convert far more of their 
assets  into  guaranteed  income  vehicles  during  retirement  than  they  do.  For  example, 
Christine Benz of Morningstar highlights the need for and benefits of guaranteed income as 
among her most important financial lessons. With interest rates low, people are having more 
difficulty  accumulating  enough wealth  and then converting  it  into  a  sustainable  income 
stream. Moreover, some of the alternatives to guaranteed income, like four percent spending 
rules and the like, aren’t likely to work well in a low-interest-rate environment.

Guaranteed income is also the surest way available to deal with the three great threats to 
retirement income security: longevity risk, sequence risk, and stupidity risk. 

 
Longevity  risk  is  generally  increasing  in  that  life  expectancies 
continue  to  expand  throughout  the  developed  world  and  is 
exacerbated because consumers are both retiring earlier and have 
less and less access to private pensions. Moreover, the distribution 
of longevity is wide. Guaranteed income vehicles hedge longevity 
risk  simply  and  efficiently  as  risk  pooling  makes  them 25-40 
percent cheaper than do-it-yourself  options.  Thus,  retirees  who 
purchase guaranteed income assure themselves a higher level of 
consumption and guarantee it as well.

Sequence  risk  relates to market volatility and the order in which 
returns on a retiree's investments occur. Essentially, when drawing 
income from a portfolio, low or negative returns during the early 

years  of  retirement  will  have  a  greater  impact  upon  overall  success  rates  than  if  those 
negative or low returns occurred at a later point of retirement, even if the overall average 
return  were  the  same.  Therefore,  if  poor  returns  and  ongoing  withdrawals  deplete  a 
portfolio before the “good” returns finally show up, financial disaster can occur. Guaranteed 
income mitigates that risk substantially.
 
Stupidity  risk  relates  to  the  management  of  portfolios  to  provide  retirement  income. 
Allegedly “safe” withdrawal rate provisions assume that both consumers and advisors will 
make and continue to make good choices throughout retirement.  What we know about 
cognitive and behavioral biases as well as the real-life actions of consumers and advisors 
during periods of market stress doesn't just suggest, they scream, that we should be skeptical 
about the ability of people to make good decisions and keep making good decisions when 
the going gets tough.
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Most “safe withdrawal” analysis assumes safety as something like a 90-95 percent success 
rate over a set period, commonly 30 years,  and emphasizes that,  most of the time, this 
approach should not only work, but should provide significant portfolio growth. However, 
with the consequences of  failure being so high –  being destitute at  a  time in life  when 
vulnerability is at a peak – a 5-10 percent failure rate (which may be too low given that “100-
year floods” seem to happen in the markets about once a decade or so) hardly qualifies as 
anything like “safe.” Moreover, limiting the analysis to a set period is similarly deceptive due 
to longevity trends among Americans of means.
 
Guaranteed income is almost always a good idea in retirement. For those who have saved 
less than they ought to have, it is crucial. Don't forget about other forms of insurance either. 
Volatile markets provide effective reminders that stocks, despite their unmatched long-term 
value, can and do lose money (even if that’s easy to ignore after a year like 2019). Make sure 
your insurance needs are in good order. Diversification in retirement planning approaches – 
using investment and insurance products – almost always makes sense.

Don't go it alone.  American virologist David Baltimore, who won the Nobel Prize for 
Medicine in 1975 for his work on the genetic mechanisms of viruses, once told me that over 
the  years  (and  especially  while  he  was  president  of  CalTech)  he  had  received  many 
manuscripts claiming to have solved some great scientific problem or to have overthrown 
the  existing  scientific  paradigm  to  provide  some  grand  theory  of  everything.  Most 
prominent scientists have drawers full  of similar things,  almost always from people who 
work alone and outside of the scientific community, he added. 

Unfortunately, these papers didn't do anything remotely close to what was claimed, and Dr. 
Baltimore offered some fascinating insight into why he thinks that's so. At its best, he noted, 
good science  is  a  collaborative,  community  effort.  On the  other  hand,  “crackpots  work 
alone.”  We  all  work  better  with  help,  advice,  support,  correction,  criticism,  and 
accountability.  A good financial  advisor  not only  can provide a  good financial  plan with 
excellent investment choices. He or she can also provide needed guidance for perhaps the 
hardest work to be done in finance: managing expectations, behavior, and our inevitable 
mistakes. Make sure you aren’t trying to go it alone in the investment world.

Annuals 

We all  want “high leverage” ideas –  the ideas that will  make the biggest impact on our 
portfolios  and  our  lives.  But  the  best  ideas  available  are  not  still  more  investment 
recommendations about hot sectors, hot funds, hot strategies, and hot managers. They are 
the Perennials outlined above. The data makes that abundantly clear.
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We should focus on the Perennials above, like a broadly diversified global portfolio.  We 
should worry far less about overweightings, tilts, and ideas are that unique to the current 
situation. They are far less important. Josh Brown explained why perfectly: “People can't be 
accurately modeled. And it's people who work and vote and invest and trade and make deals 
and stick things into themselves that require a trip to the emergency room.”

However, an important issue remains. A good portfolio that is used always beats a great or 
even perfect portfolio that is abandoned. And we abandon great portfolios with alarming 
regularity because they don't seem to be working today or simply because we want to trade. 
We're crazy enough to think that we can and should do better. “There's an element of the 
speculator in everybody,” says Rob Arnott, chairman of Research Affiliates, whose strategies 
are used to manage about $184 billion.
 
As Tim Richards has persuasively argued, we are both by design and by culture inclined to 
be anything but humble in our approach to investing. We invest with a certainty that we've 
picked winners and sell  in the certainty that we can reinvest  our capital  to make more 
money elsewhere. We are usually wrong, often spectacularly wrong. These tendencies come 
from hardwired biases and from emotional responses to our circumstances. But they also 
arise  out of  cultural  requirements to show ourselves  to be confident and decisive.  Even 
though we should, we rarely admire those who show caution and humility in the face of 
uncertainty.
 
What should we do about that? It isn't practical simply to implore investors to stick with 
the  plan,  even  a  great  plan.  Most  of  us  just  aren't  built  that  way.  Legendary  investor 
Benjamin Graham advised strictly segregating speculations from investments. His key idea 
in this regard was to set up a “mad money” account where you can take a flyer, if you must.
 
The “annual” ideas that follow are my “flyers” – ideas that I think are good ones that (if you 
must!) you may use in your “speculations” bucket, over and above your globally diversified, 
multi-asset class, perennial “investments.” There are fewer of them on purpose.

Balance. In a year of outsized U.S. large-cap returns, it can be easy to ignore other sectors 
and  other  countries.  While  diversification  is  always  a  Perennial,  it’s  worth  emphasizing 
balance after the year we had in 2019.  And don’t  forget to rebalance.  A standard 60:40 
portfolio a year ago is now roughly a 65:35 portfolio, even though 2019 was a great year for 
bonds.
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Value (especially  smaller).  Solid fundamentals  and sustainable  organic  growth should 
become more important going forward because growth is harder to come by in a slowing 
economy. Companies that demonstrate the ability to grow should earn a premium. And in a 
world with so little yield, dividend-paying stocks become significantly more attractive.

Benjamin  Graham’s  The  Intelligent  Investor  is  widely  regarded  as  the  best  and  most 
influential investment work of all time. But following his advice – seeking long-term value – 
is exceedingly hard and frustrating.

“But if it is true that a fairly large segment of the stock market is often discriminated against 
or entirely neglected in the standard analytical selections, then the intelligent investor may 
be in a position to profit from the resultant undervaluations. But to do so he must follow 
specific methods that are not generally  accepted in Wall  Street,  since those that are so 
accepted do not seem to produce the results that everyone would like to achieve. It would 
be rather strange if — with all the brains at work professionally in the stock market — there 
could be approaches which are both sound and relatively unpopular. Yet our own career and 
reputation have been based on this unlikely fact.
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“…The moral seems to be that any approach to money making in the stock market which 
can be easily described and followed by a lot of people is by its terms too simple and too 
easy to last. Spinoza’s concluding remark applies to Wall Street as well as to philosophy: ‘All 
things excellent are as difficult as they are rare.’”

In an investment  world  excessively  focused on growth,  there  is  legitimate  concern that 
market willingness to tolerate losses at companies promising growth (cough, Amazon, cough) 
has allowed many other businesses to finance losses well beyond what makes sense. And, on 
the other hand, traditional value always makes tremendous long-term sense.

Beware Bonds. Historians say this is the first time in the history of the world in which 
negative  interest  rates  are  widespread.  Greece  found  buyers  for  10-year  paper  at  yields 
barely over 1 percent per year. We are at 5,000-year lows in rates. And when investors see no 
other way to obtain financial returns that are anywhere near their goals, they reach for yield.

On the near-term basis, falling interest rates improve the value of bonds while rising rates 
hurt their value. At current rates near all-time lows, it’s hard to project significant price 
appreciation in bonds in the longer-term.

It is important to note, however, that interest rates need not go up from here. Yields were 
supposed to rise in 2019, remember. Markets can and do surprise us. “Lower for longer” is a 
plausible  fixed income outlook.  Moreover,  high quality  bonds provide a  useful  hedge to 
stocks, typically offsetting sharp equity sell-offs with gains over the same time period. 

More surprising still is that even though U.S. Treasury yields rose precipitously between 1954 
and 1982 (the 10T yielded in excess of 15 percent at its peak), rolling 3-year returns at the end 
of each calendar year were positive in 23 of the 25 periods. However, given current yield 
levels, high quality, 10-year bonds should not be expected to provide an annual return of 
more than 3 percent (nominal) over the next decade. 

That should mean a lower allocation to bonds than might otherwise be in order to the 
extent growth is needed or desired. However,  adding equity risk isn’t necessarily a good 
answer,  especially  for  those  at  or  near  retirement,  for  whom  a  significant  downturn 
(sequence risk)  would have an outsized impact. Accordingly, it might be worth exploring 
bond alternatives  to  provide  portfolio  ballast  with  the  opportunity  for  some additional 
upside.

Emerging  Markets  (but  beware  China).  Since  global  stock  markets  peaked  near 
Halloween 2007,  non-U.S.  equities have underperformed the S&P 500 by more than 60 
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percent.  A weaker  dollar,  growing faith  in  the  avoidance  of  trade  conflict,  and signs  of 
improvement in the eurozone should all  help the rest of the world to make up ground. 
Valuation disparities should also help: American stocks are much richer than the rest of the 
world’s. It’s true that this has looked like a good bet for a long time (I recommended it one 
year ago) and it hasn’t worked so far (to be clear, foreign and emerging markets stocks had a 
great 2019, just not as great as domestic stocks), but this is another opportunity.

If the prevailing extremely low foreign-exchange volatility foreshadows a round of dollar 
weakness, which seems likely (and is what President Trump wants), then that could be just 
the catalyst to allow the rest of the world, and especially emerging markets, to outperform 
American assets for a while.  When global growth improved following a mid-cycle slump in 
the past – as in 1995, 1999, 2012 and 2016 – cyclicals such as emerging markets posted above-
average returns.

As in 2019,  emerging-market investors will  watch how the U.S.  and China’s  relationship 
develops.  There  are  many  who  doubt  that  the  so-called  “phase-one”  agreement,  which 
boosted  markets,  will  lead  to  much  progress  over  the  deeper  problems  between  the 
countries. That suggests caution with respect to China, at least. However, if we have indeed 
reached the point of “peak tariffs,” further upside for U.S. equity markets is likely, driven by 
improvement in business confidence and a recovery in investment. That’s doubly true for 
emerging markets stocks. Moreover, India and Brazil are working on reforms designed to 
boost economic growth. Innovation is flourishing in the tech world – especially for mobile-
based services and payment platforms – in developing countries. A rising middle class in Asia 
is stoking demand for consumer goods. And valuations are low, especially when compared to 
the U.S. Emerging markets look to be a good bet.

Defense (but beware Boeing). Defense sector stocks have predictably seen major buying 
in  the  New Year  since  the  killing  of  Soleimani,  in  particular  Northrop  Grumman and 
Lockheed Martin. More may be in the offing. These gains should be sustained in the near-
term given how politically  untenable  it  would be to reduce defense spending during an 
election year at a time of heightened global tensions. Analysts outline an expectation for 
commercial aircraft deliveries to ramp up and defense spending to grow, thanks to major 
spending  increases  from  the  Trump  administration.  However,  continuing  issues  with 
Boeing's 737 MAX will weigh on the sector and need to be part of any investment equation. 
Moody’s, for example, sees a profit growth forecast for the sector, excluding Boeing, of 7 
percent in 2020 and 6 percent in 2021.
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Global Real Estate. In a world with aggressive central banks lowering rates (as compared 
with the Fed being on hold), global real estate looks attractive. Sometimes it’s best not to 
over-think things. Lower global rates should lead to a stronger global real estate sector.

Healthcare. Healthcare is the second cheapest sector in the market and was the second-
worst performer in 2019 (albeit up more than 20 percent), but it is also the only sector that’s 
growing earnings year over year. That says to me that political risk (read “Medicare for all”) 
has held down the performance of this sector. The coming presidential nomination process 
and the election itself will have a lot to say on how healthcare stocks perform in the coming 
years. And, remember, a campaign promise doesn’t mean much without the political will and 
the votes to get it done. A clear majority of Americans like and want to keep their current 
healthcare.  To  the  extent  that  that  preference  carries  the  day,  healthcare  should  be  a 
promising sector, especially with an aging global population.
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So What? 
I  regu la r l y  wr i te  that  inves t ing 
successfully  is  hard.  And  it  is.  Really 
hard. It is intellectually challenging, yes, 
yet it isn’t Rubik’s Cube hard, where it’s 
difficult but you can solve it and move 
on to something else. It is much more 
like  learning  to  play  the  piano  well, 
losing weight, aggressively saving money, 
or  living a  healthy lifestyle.  It  requires 
constant  patience,  discipline,  and 
vigilance.  Every  single  day.  As  Charlie 
Munger said, “none of this is easy, and 
anybody  who  thinks  it  is  easy  is 
stupid.” 

Good investing is boring, even when the 
markets are roiling. Day after day. Good investing is consistent, even when your feelings are 
screaming for you to take precipitous action. Month after month. The exceptional, the truly 
worthwhile, takes time. Year upon year. 

Good investing is powerfully rewarding, but it can take decades for the results to arrive. It is 
a long, often tedious, slog in the same direction. That is especially so because there are 
always so many seeming obstacles. As the late Fed Chair Paul Volcker argued last fall, shortly 
before he died, “We’re in a hell of a mess in every direction.” For investors, U.S. presidential 
elections often bring heightened market volatility, especially during the rough-and-tumble 
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primary season. Add that to the U.S.-China trade war, the U.K.’s Brexit drama, problematic 
global  economic  growth,  civil  unrest  in  Hong  Kong,  impeachment  proceedings  in 
Washington D.C., and you’ve got a classic “wall of worry” for markets to climb. Even Sharon 
Stone has trouble getting a date.

That’s why getting back to basics is so important. The primary investment lesson over at 
least the past century: Own stocks in the largest amounts you can and hold them for as long 
as possible. Your default setting should be to buy stocks rather than sell them. Volatility will 
make doing so hard some of the time. But volatility is the necessary price to be paid for the 
outsized  returns  available  from  stocks  as  compared  with  all  other  investment 
opportunities. 

If you are inclined to panic – and we all are; it’s human nature – current events will always 
provide more than ample justification. As the Nobel laureate Robert Shiller says, parroting 
Jimmy Buffet,  “We’re always in a bubble somewhere.”  It’s  also a plain fact that humans 
overreact to perceived danger. For example, we kill approximately 100 million sharks a year, 
while unprovoked shark attacks kill roughly five people per year .

Market performance does not arrive on schedule or  upon demand.  However,  as  Warren 
Buffett explained about his buying stocks in 2008, during the depths of the Great Financial 
Crisis: “If you wait for the robins, spring will be over.” 

We often say we’re  long-term investors,  but  find lots  of  reasons not to be.  The typical 
investor chases performance instead, and almost always pays a very heavy price for doing so. 
As Morgan Housel says, “Every past decline looks like an opportunity, every future decline 
looks like a risk.”

In the long run, in the famous formulation of Benjamin Graham, markets are a weighing 
machine.  They respond to the overwhelming weight of  evidence coming to them about 
economic and corporate fundamentals. Ultimately, investment risks are much less matters of 
the news of  the day than of longer-term structural  forces that influence economies and 
markets,  like  debt,  deficits,  disruptions,  and  demographics.  Moreover,  investment 
outperformance  on  a  company-by-company  level  is  primarily  a  matter  of  earnings  and 
interest  rates.  In  general,  economic,  business,  and  market  fundamentals  are  quite  good 
today,  valuations  notwithstanding.  There’s  nothing  fundamentally  wrong  with  the  U.S. 
economy. 

In the short run, however, Graham said that markets are a voting machine – they register 
the swiftly made priorities of traders and would-be investors as they shift their opinions, 
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their positions, and try to understand what is going on around them. The voting machine is 
always hard at work. 

From September 12, 2008 to March 9, 2009, the S&P 500 lost 45.15 percent – almost half its 
value, in less than six months. However, from that same September 12, 2008 starting point 
to September 12, 2018, the S&P 500 gained back those losses and was up 185.9 percent more 
– 11.08 percent annualized overall – nearly tripling in ten years. Over shorter time horizons, 
stocks appear to be very risky. Over 10, 15, or 30 years, stocks look like a fantastic bet. 

Sometimes it’s even easy to make the point over a relatively short time period. Nearly every 
serious investor has heard about Black Monday, the terrifying day in October, 1987, when 
stocks fell more than 20 percent. Less well known is that the S&P 500 returned 5.81 percent 
during that year. if you had checked your portfolio on January 1, 1987, avoided the news, and 
checked in on New Year’s Day 1988, you would have thought it was an okay year, if a bit 
slow. The great crash mattered not a whit.

The stock market is a wonderful reallocation machine, moving money from those focused 
on today to those focused on their long-term goals, from the emotional to the dispassionate, 
from those who trade on gut feelings to those who use a systematic method, and from the 
greedy to the patient. So long as human beings price stocks, this will remain a fundamental 
function of the market. 

Which of these options and opportunities best describe you?

Robert P. Seawright
Chief Investment Officer
Madison Avenue Securities, LLC
rpseawright@mas-bd.com
(858) 207-2140
rpseawright.com 
Twitter: @rpseawright
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